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Abstract

Background: Telemedicine services have been successfully used in areas where there are adequate infrastructures such as reliable power and communication lines. However, despite the increasing number of merchants and seafarers, maritime and Arctic telemedicine have had limited success. This might be linked with various factors such as lack of good infrastructure, lack of trained onboard personnel, lack of Arctic-enhanced telemedicine equipment, extreme weather conditions, remoteness, and other geographical challenges.

Objective: The purpose of this review was to assess and analyze the current status of telemedicine services in the context of maritime conditions, extreme weather (ie, Arctic weather), and remote accidents and emergencies. Moreover, the paper aimed to identify successfully implemented telemedicine services in the Arctic region and in maritime settings and remote emergency situations and present state of the art systems for these areas. Finally, we identified the status quo of telemedicine services in the context of search and rescue (SAR) scenarios in these extreme conditions.

Methods: A rigorous literature search was conducted between September 7 and October 28, 2015, through various online databases. Peer reviewed journals and articles were considered. Relevant articles were first identified by reviewing the title, keywords, and abstract for a preliminary filter with our selection criteria, and then we reviewed full-text articles that seemed relevant. Information from the selected literature was extracted based on some predefined categories, which were defined based on previous research and further elaborated upon via iterative brainstorming.

Results: The initial hits were vetted using the title, abstract, and keywords, and we retrieved a total of 471 papers. After removing duplicates from the list, 422 records remained. Then, we did an independent assessment of the articles and screening based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria, which eliminated another 219 papers, leaving 203 relevant papers. After a full-text assessment, 36 articles were left, which were critically analyzed. The inter-rater agreement was measured using Cohen Kappa test, and disagreements were resolved through discussion.

Conclusions: Despite the increasing number of fishermen and other seafarers, Arctic and maritime working conditions are mainly characterized by an absence of access to health care facilities. The condition is further aggravated for fishermen and seafarers who are working in the Arctic regions. In spite of the existing barriers and challenges, some telemedicine services have recently been successfully delivered in these areas. These services include teleconsultation (9/37, 24%), teleradiology (8/37, 22%), teledermatology and tele-education (3/37, 8%), telemonitoring and telecardiology (teleonography) (1/37, 3%), and others (10/37, 27%). However, the use of telemedicine in relation to search and rescue (SAR) services is not yet fully exploited. Therefore, we foresee that these implemented and evaluated telemedicine services will serve as underlying models for the successful implementation of future search and rescue (SAR) services.

(JMIR Med Inform 2017;5(2):e16) doi:10.2196/medinform.6323
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Introduction

The advent of information and communication technology (ICT) has revolutionized various aspects of health care services, including the practice of telemedicine. Nowadays, telemedicine services have a great impact on making a patient’s life easier by allowing remote diagnosis and treatment without the constraints of distance and time. Many groups have performed and evaluated different clinical trials onshore and reported the success of telemedicine services [1-5]. However, these success stories are limited to onshore situations, where there are adequate infrastructures. In contrast, maritime telemedicine has received little attention despite the increasing number of seafarers from various nations around the world [6,7]. For example, Duffy’s review [8] regarding the offshore dental problem of Shell Expro indicates that most of the dental problems that resulted in evacuation were preventable while on-board. This study clearly shows that a considerable number of offshore workers suffer from untreated dental diseases, resulting in unnecessary evacuations with associated costs [8]. Moreover, Guitton [7] has assessed the availability of online resources associated with maritime health. The findings show that there is a lack of such resources, and when they exist, they suffer from poor content in terms of understandability and actionability by general audiences, when compared with other medical scenarios. Adoption of onshore technology and research results in offshore conditions might seem like a quick remedy for the case. However, this requires careful investigation of each service so as to identify the underlying difference between the onshore and offshore scenarios. According to Guitton [9], maritime and onshore telemedicine can be convergent and divergent with respect to differences in structure, practices, and policy. Structural differences mainly include differences in data transfer capability (eg, onshore: easy due to availability of enough bandwidth; offshore: difficult due to absence of enough bandwidth), levels of literacy (eg, onshore: mostly between health professionals; offshore: between laymen (seafarers) or paramedics and professionals), supplementary medical assistance (eg, onshore: limited time delays before assistance arrives; offshore: very long time delays before assistance arrives). Practical differences include health records (eg, onshore: complete health records; offshore: incomplete health records), language (eg, onshore: mostly patient’s mother tongue; offshore: potentially not and typically multilingual because of crossing of multiple boundaries), legal context (eg, onshore: typically deployed within a single nation; offshore: multiple nations may be involved), and complementary medical exams (eg, onshore: many; offshore: almost impossible). Policy differences mainly include policy dynamics (eg, onshore: relatively new and fast growing; offshore: old and stable), and research target (eg, onshore: targets of major research, offshore: very few) [9]. Therefore, it is necessary to identify these differences and carefully review them before transferring technology, research results, and experiences to offshore conditions [6,9]. Moreover, Pedersen et al [5] highlighted the different factors, namely, access, quality of care, cost effectiveness, and emergency care, for transferring knowledge from onshore to offshore, by justifying the case with the medical application tested and implemented on an operative basis in Northern Norway. Despite these differences, it is important to note that there is an area where direct adoption of onshore telemedicine services can be fruitful, such as patient-targeted telemedicine interventions, radio-consultation equipped with pictures and video, and video conferencing [9]. Furthermore, research results and experiences from within a similar environment, such as extreme weather conditions like those in Antarctica, can be one area to investigate when developing telemedicine solutions for the Arctic [4].

Despite the increasing number of fishermen and other seafarers, maritime working conditions are characterized by an absence of access to health care facilities [6,7]. There are factors that affect successful implementation of maritime or offshore telemedicine in the Arctic, including long distance, extreme weather conditions, absence of good communication coverage, and the time required for search and rescue (SAR) helicopters to reach the Arctic, which reduce the possibility of medical evacuation (MEDEVAC) [6,10-12]. According to AH Gundersen, Senior adviser at The Joint Rescue Coordination Centre of Northern Norway (JRCC NN) in Bodo, time is considered to be the scarcest resource in an emergency situation, particularly in the Arctic, because of the long distance and harsh environmental conditions [13]. Moreover, the absence of on-board trained nurses or physicians, limited equipment and medicine, and onshore professional advice limited to only radio medical advice, further aggravates the situation [6]. Nowadays, there is a growing interest in the Arctic region in connection with the discovery of huge gas and oil resources [14,15]. However, it remains to be solved how appropriate health care services can be offered in this area. Remoteness, Arctic winter darkness, extreme weather conditions, and poor communication network coverage in the area pose a challenge for the use of remote telemedicine services [4,10,15-18]. Moreover, during a large-scale accident such as a shipwreck, the temperature of the region, which might go below −40°C [16,19,20], further reduces the chances of victims surviving until search and rescue teams arrive. This situation has posed additional challenges for the implementation of successful emergency telemedicine services in the Arctic region.

Generally speaking, a review of telemedicine services in the context of maritime conditions, remote and extreme weather setting are inadequate. However, there are several reviews on telemedicine services regarding onshore remote accident and emergency services that have been published [21-24]. For example, Keane [22] conducted a comprehensive review on the success of telemedicine in the scope of accident and emergency. Amadi et al [23] also conducted a review to examine the history and existing applications of telemedicine in pre-hospital environments, where telemedicine is believed to extend the reach of specialist services to handle pre-hospital care of acute emergencies, in cases where treatment delays may affect the clinical outcomes. The purpose of this review is to assess and analyze the status of telemedicine services, focusing on services
that can fit the diverse nature of the Arctic region (environment), which is offshore, remote, and has extreme weather conditions. Moreover, it presents state of the art systems of implemented telemedicine services in remote Arctic regions and also analyses these services within the context of search and rescue services (SAR).

Methods

For the purpose of the study, we conducted a rigorous literature search between September 7 and October 28, 2015, through various online databases. The searched databases included Google Scholar, PubMed (Medline), Science Direct, ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, Onepetro, the Journal of American Medical Informatics Association (JAMIA), the Journal of International Maritime Health and the Journal of Telemedicine and Telecare. Furthermore, additional articles are also extracted from the reference lists of the selected papers in order to get a complete overview of the state of the art systems. Peer-reviewed journals and articles published between 1995 and 2015 were considered. The inclusion and exclusion criteria were setup through rigorous discussion and brainstorming among the authors. Several combinations of the terms “Arctic,” “oil and gas,” “shipping,” “telemedicine,” “search and rescue,” “ maritime medicine,” “offshore,” “extreme weather,” and “telehealth” were used during the search. The search strings were combined using “AND” and “OR” for a better searching strategy. The titles, keywords and abstracts were used for a preliminary filter with our selection criteria to identify relevant articles, we then reviewed full texts for articles that seemed relevant. Some predefined categories were used for information extraction from the selected literatures, which were defined based on previous research and also further elaborated upon via iterative brainstorming. Please note that the words “telemedicine” and “telehealth” are used interchangeably throughout our discussion.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

To be included in the review, the studies had to have a direct involvement of telemedicine and eHealth in the following scenarios: maritime or offshore conditions and shipping, oil and gas, search and rescue, Arctic and extreme weather conditions, and remote accidents and emergencies. The studies were expected to describe solutions and implement and evaluate telemedicine services to be included in the review. Therefore, studies that were outside of the scope mentioned above were excluded from the review. Moreover, studies in all other language but English are excluded from the review.

Data Categorization and Data Collection

Information was extracted from the literature based on defined categories (variables). These categories were defined based on previous research, literature reviews, and also further elaborated upon via iterative brainstorming. The categories included were solely defined to assess, analyze, and evaluate the current status of telemedicine services in maritime or offshore, remote accident and emergency, and extreme weather (Arctic, Antarctica) settings. The categories we decided to include were as follows:

- Type of Circumstance: This category defines the circumstances in which the telemedicine services were delivered during the study period, that is, maritime or offshore, remote accident and emergency, or extreme weather (Arctic, Antarctica) conditions.
- Communication Link: This category defines the communication link used to facilitate the practice of telemedicine in these circumstances. This includes various communication networks such as satellite, radio, mobile, dial-up, DSL, and broadband.
- Telemedicine Modalities: This category defines the underlying modalities that enable telemedicine services to be provided. It includes different means of providing telemedicine services such as audio (ie, radio and telephone), video (ie, videoconferencing), text (ie, email), and picture (ie, still images).
- Telemedicine Services: This category defines the type of telemedicine services delivered during the study period.

Literature Evaluation

Studies were included and evaluated if and only if they presented solutions for the implementation and evaluation of telemedicine services within these scenarios. Evaluation and analysis of the included literature were conducted based on the above defined categories. The first analysis was conducted, based on the first category, to evaluate the type of circumstances (ie, maritime and offshore, extreme weather (Arctic region and Antarctica), and accident and emergency) in which the telemedicine services were delivered during the study period. A trend comparison of published literature with five years intervals was conducted to assess and compare the trends of these circumstances against the publication years. The percentages were computed based on the number of counts (n) of each type of circumstance against the publication years. For example, let us take the interval 1995-2000; the percentage was calculated based on the count of these circumstances (maritime, offshore, and remote; Arctic and extreme weather conditions; accident and emergency) addressed by the literature within this interval. The second analysis was conducted, based on the second category, to evaluate and compare the successful communication means used in these types of circumstances. The percentages were calculated based on the number of counts (n) of each subcategory of communication means used in all these types of circumstances. The third analysis was conducted, based on the third category, to evaluate the telemedicine modalities used in these types of circumstances. The percentages were computed based on the number of counts (n) of each subcategory of telemedicine modalities used in all these types of circumstances. The fourth analysis was conducted, based on the fourth category, to evaluate the type of telemedicine services delivered in the included literature in these types of circumstances. The percentages were calculated based on the number of counts (n) of each telemedicine service addressed in each type of circumstance. We noted the possibility that an article could address multiple circumstances, multiple types of communication links and modalities, and provide multiple services. Therefore, the number of characteristics reported in the Multimedia Appendix 1, Tables 1-5, and Figure 2 could exceed the number of articles reviewed.
Results

Relevant Literatures

We vetted the first hit using the title, abstract, and keywords and retrieved a total of 471 papers. After removing duplicates from the group, 422 records remained. Then the authors did independent assessments of the articles, screening based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria, as illustrated in Figure 1, which eliminated another 219 papers, leaving 203 relevant papers. After a full text assessment, 36 articles were left, which were critically analyzed (as shown in Multimedia Appendix 1). The inter-rater agreement was measured using Cohen Kappa test, and disagreements were resolved through discussion. The “missing data” in Figure 1 depicts that the study either does not have a solution for the implementation, design, and evaluation of the system or is not within the context of the review.

Figure 2. Comparison of published literature in telemedicine services within the context of maritime and offshore, Arctic and extreme weather, and remote accident and emergency during the last 20 years.
Evaluation and Analysis of the Literature

The analysis and evaluation of the included articles are given in Figure 2 and Tables 1-5. The evaluation and analysis presented in this section are entirely based on the data categorizations given above.

The research effort put forward in the development of telemedicine services during the past 20 years in these different circumstances are shown in Figure 2. As shown in Figure 2, telemedicine has seen an almost steady progress in maritime and offshore services, peaking between 2006 and 2010. Moreover, telemedicine has also seen the same trend in remote accidents and emergencies as in maritime and offshore settings. However, telemedicine services in Arctic and extreme weather conditions have seen large fluctuations depicting the challenges imposed by bad weather, absence of communication networks, and absence of Arctic-enhanced telemedicine equipment in this region.

Various means of communication (networks) can be used for the implementation of telemedicine services. These include satellite, mobile (GSM, GPRS, and CDMA), ISDN, broadband, and Virtual Private Network (VPN), depending on availability and suitability. As shown in Table 1, satellite is the most used means of communication (20/70, 28%). The second most used means of communication is mobile (19/70, 27%), which includes GSM, GPRS, CDMA, and so on. Radio, VPN, and others are ranked third (13/70, 19%). ISDN is ranked fourth (11/70, 16%), followed by broadband (7/70, 10%).

Table 1. Comparison of communication links used in the published literature from 1995 to 2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication means</th>
<th>Usage count</th>
<th>Usage percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Satellite</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile (GSM, GPRS, CDMA)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others (Radio, VPN and others)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISDN</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadband</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GSM: Global System for Mobile Communication.
GPRS: General Packet Radio Service.
CDMA: code division multiple access.
VPN: Virtual Private Network.
ISDN: Integrated Services Digital Network.

Telemmedicine services can be developed based on a different approach known as telemedicine modalities. This includes the use of video, still images, bio-signal or medical data, audio, and e-mail. As shown in Table 2, video is the most frequently used (25/93, 27%) form of delivering telemedicine. Transmission of still images is the second most used (23/93, 25%) form of delivering telemedicine. Audio (including radio and telephone) ranked third (18/93, 19%), followed by text (including email) (16/93, 17%), and others (Bio-signal transmission including ECG waveform, medical data) (11/93, 12%) ranked last.

Table 2. Comparison of published papers based on modalities of telemedicine from 1995 to 2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of modality</th>
<th>Usage count</th>
<th>Usage percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video (VTC and others)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Still pictures</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio (Radio, telephone, and others)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text (Email and others)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others (Bio-signal, medical data, and others)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are different types of onshore telemedicine services tested and evaluated in emergency and non-emergency contexts, including teleradiology, teleconsultation, teledermatology, telecardiology, telemonitoring, tele-education, tele-ENT, and others. The extent and types of such services used in the context of maritime and offshore, accident and emergency, and extreme weather (Arctic region and Antarctica) are evaluated and compared as shown in Tables 3-5.

Among the telemedicine services that are developed in maritime and offshore, teleconsultation is the most used (9/32, 28%); see Table 3. This includes both real-time (online) and offline teleconsultation that are considered and used in the studies. The second most used type of telemedicine service is Telecardiology (telesonography) (8/32, 25%). Others (7/32, 22%) takes the third rank, which consists of data sharing and decision-making, telepointing, telepresence, and others. Teledermatology (3/32, 10%) ranked fourth, followed by tele-ENT (2/32, 6%), radio-medical advice (2/32, 6%), and tele-education (1/32, 3%).
Table 3. Comparison of telemedicine services in the maritime and offshore context reported in the literature from 1995 to 2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of service</th>
<th>Usage count</th>
<th>Usage percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teleconsultation</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecardiology (Telesonography)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others (Telepointing, Telepresence, Data sharing, and Decision-Making)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teledermatology</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tele-ENT</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio medical advice</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tele-education</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the telemedicine services in extreme weather (Arctic region and Antarctica), as shown in the Table 4, other forms of telemedicine services such as tele-interpretation, tele-ambulance, data sharing and decision-making and others are the most used forms of telemedicine (10/37, 27%). Teleconsultation is the second most used form of telemedicine (9/37, 24%) followed by teleradiology (8/37, 22%). Both teledermatology and tele-education ranked fourth most used (3/37, 8%). Tele-ENT is the fifth most used service (2/36, 6%). Telemonitoring and Telecardiology (telesonography) were ranked equally as the sixth most used telemedicine services (1/37, 3%).

Table 4. Comparison of telemedicine services in the extreme weather context reported in the literature from 1995 to 2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of service</th>
<th>Usage count</th>
<th>Usage percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Others (Tele-interpretation, Tele-ambulance, Data sharing and Decision-Making, and others)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teleconsultation</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teleradiology</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tele-education</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teledermatology</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tele-ENT</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telemonitoring</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teleradiology (Telesonography)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 5, among the telemedicine services implemented within the context of accident and emergency, Others, which includes telepresence, tele-ophthalmology, Tele-EMS, tele-ambulance, and others are the most used means of delivering telemedicine during accident and emergency (19/60, 32%). Teleconsultation is ranked the second most used means of delivering telemedicine during accident and emergency (16/60, 27%). The third most used is teleradiology (telesonography) (7/60, 12%), followed by telecardiology (5/60, 8%), teledermatology (4/60, 7%), and telemonitoring (3/60, 5%). The least used are radio medical advice, tele-education, and Tele-ENT, each of which accounts for 3% (2/60).

Table 5. Comparison of telemedicine services in the remote accident and emergency context reported in the literature from 1995 to 2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of service</th>
<th>Usage count</th>
<th>Usage percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Others (Telepresence, Tele-ophthalmology, Tele-EMS, Tele-ambulance, and others)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teleconsultation</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teleradiology (Telesonography)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teledermatology</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tele-ENT</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telemonitoring</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tele-education</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Medical Advice</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

Principal Findings

Telemedicine has a vital role in delivering health care services without the constraint of time and space. According to Ekeland et al [25], telemedicine has been shown to be cost effective and also to have a positive impact in various scenarios such as therapeutic effects, health care services efficiencies, and technical usability. It is an indisputable fact that telemedicine also has a transformative power on health care delivery in extreme weather, maritime/offshore, and remote emergency/accident scenarios [26]. Despite the increasing number of fishermen and other seafarers, maritime working conditions are mainly characterized by an absence of access to health care facilities. The condition is further aggravated for fishermen and seafarers who are working in the Arctic regions. Even if onshore telemedicine has been a success, its success offshore is limited. This is because of various reasons such as the absence of good communication networks, the absence of trained paramedics, bad weather conditions, and others. However, irrespective of these limitations, maritime and emergency telemedicine services have recently been successfully delivered in the Arctic, Antarctica, and other areas with extreme weather conditions. These services include teleconsultation, teleradiology, teledermatology and tele-education, telemonitoring, telecardiology (telesonography) and others (including tele-interpretation, tele-ambulance, data sharing and decision-making, and others). These services used various means of communication networks such as satellite, mobile, and radio along with different modalities such as video, still images, audio, and medical data.

Telemedicine Services in Maritime and Offshore Conditions

This section presents the status of telemedicine in maritime and offshore conditions and also identifies successful deployment of telemedicine services within these circumstances. The working conditions that exist in maritime settings are characterized by an absence of access to health care facilities due to various reasons. Horneland [6] describes the limitations that hinder access to such facilities, which include the distance and time that SAR helicopters need to reach the scene, which reduces the possibility of MEDEVAC. To remedy these challenges, telemedicine is the sole choice for delivering health care services at the scene within a short response time. For instance, telemedicine services have been in use at different offshore petroleum installations and also in the Norwegian maritime fleet since 2006. Telemedicine has a great advantage for offshore personnel by providing them with access to better health care within a short response time [27]. In emergency situations, physicians onshore can thoroughly examine a patient, allowing them to accurately assess the patient’s condition and develop a plan for care [28]. Moreover, telemedicine can provide advantages for companies by minimizing unnecessary medical evacuation and ship diverting for seeking medical assistance [28]. For example, Patel and Stoloff et al [29,30] conducted a cost benefit analysis of shipboard telemedicine and reported the benefit of telemedicine for a ship found at a distance of over 200 nautical miles (370 km) from shore; in such cases, the use of helicopter is found to be too costly. However, the absence of on-board trained nurses or physicians, limited equipment and medicines, availability of limited bandwidth, lack of trained paramedics, lack of complete health records, language barriers, lack of complementary medical exams, and the limitation of professional advice to only radio medical advice remains to be a challenge for the implementation of successful telemedicine services [6]. Horneland [6] clearly indicates the area that should be taken into account for the improvement of telemedicine within the context of maritime health care. Accordingly, education and training of seafarers takes priority for improvement of the services [6,31]. Additionally, preparing medical handbooks or manuals for seafarers, which are like supplements to the texts on the market, can enhance the quality of health care delivery through telemedicine. Pre-sea and periodic medical examinations are considered necessary to reduce the high risk of medical emergencies while on board [6,28]. Anscombe [28] also emphasized the need for having a proper health fitness standard that should be met before joining the task force. Recently, several research groups have performed and evaluated different clinical trials on an onshore basis and reported the success of telemedicine services [1-5]. However, this success is limited to onshore, where there is good infrastructure. By contrast, maritime telemedicine has received little attention despite the increasing number of seafarers from various nations around the world [6]. Therefore, it is deemed necessary to consider a space for adapting research results, technologies, and experiences from onshore to offshore scenarios. For example, Horneland [6] highlights the necessity of having a careful review before adapting onshore telemedicine services to offshore scenarios by justifying the case with the use of Electrocardiography (ECG) and thrombolysis. Guitton [9] gives a brief explanation about the convergence and divergence points of maritime and onshore telemedicine services by justifying the three major differences, namely structural, practical, and policy differences. Furthermore, it highlights concepts and issues for identifying these differences for better transfer of technology and research results from onshore to offshore settings. However, in spite of these differences, there are areas where direct adoption of onshore telemedicine services can be fruitful, such as patient-targeted telemedicine interventions, radio-consultation equipped with pictures and video, and video conferencing [9].

Despite the little attention maritime telemedicine has received over the past years, recently, some researchers and companies have performed studies on adopting and improving maritime telemedicine. For instance, Aufjila et al [32] conducted a study on a rationalizing effort of ship to shore radio medical advice for the UK. According to Aufjila et al [32], a radio medical advice is most effective when the demographic data of the population at risk are identified. Auditing the nature and frequency of medical emergencies on various types of vessels should create a basis for future recommendation regarding the minimum medical facilities needed. Furthermore, a guide for handling various conditions, that is, treatment and alternative strategies for handling the inability to evacuate patients because of bad weather should be developed. This includes provision of adequate training for the medical staff providing the services at
both sites. Likewise, Saipem’s Medical Department also conducted a project to investigate and develop telecardiology so as to provide remote sites with practical support in cardiology and to extend the company’s preventive approach toward cardio-vascular diseases [33]. The study has shown that telecardiology could, in fact, prevent a lot of unnecessary medical evacuations. This includes online assessment of suspected acute conditions, early detection of heart problems, and adequate filtering and priority grading of referrals for patients requiring further investigation, while reducing the load of unnecessary referrals for primary diagnosis [33]. Moreover, MERMAID is another breakthrough telemedicine project, which is a telematics-based response to the EU requirement for “long distance medical consultation” to safeguard the health and safety of maritime workers and isolated populations. The developed system is capable of delivering an integrated 24-hour multilingual worldwide emergency service to transfer medical expertise via satellite and ground-based ISDN networks [26,34-36]. The connectivity of the system is realized by combining various communication links, such as mobile satellite technologies, VSAT technologies, and ISDN protocols. The project has explored almost every category of telemedical application (audio and video conferencing, multimedia communications, flat file and image transfer with low-, medium-, and high-bandwidth data requirements), along with a full range of network choices (digital land lines, cellular or wireless, satellite, and broadband) and analysis in terms of the cost or performance trade-offs inherent to them. Moreover, it provides a variety of services, among which the notable one is electronic transmission of medical information via ISDN-based video conferencing. In addition, medical telecommunication software is considered that includes a medical record system that can guide the user through patient history and support objective examination coupled with a multimedia HELP function capability, that is, text and illustrations, based on WHO and the EU (DG V) requirements for help at sea, to guide paramedics through all the operations with a teleconsultant. Anogianakis et al [34] conducted a study that provides a means for the training and education of seafarers through the use of the MERMAID medical communications system as this is the firmest basis for the promotion of the proper practice of telemedicine at sea.

Providing access to patients’ health care records can improve the health care process, thereby improving the decision-making ability of caregivers without the constraint of distance and time, whether it is at the bedside or at remote locations. One of the challenges within maritime telemedicine is the lack of complete shared health records. In this regard, Thorvik et al [12] developed and tested a telemedicine prototype known as a virtual examination room, which is an example of software for sharing medical data, enabling collaboration in different situations and based on optimal workflows between the offshore and onshore medical facilities. The concept of the virtual examination room is to give freedom and interconnectedness among the medical experts, the hospital, and the offshore nurse to simultaneously see, interpret and discuss the medical information available in the virtual examination room that has been retrieved from the connected medical devices. Likewise, Anogeianaki et al [37] also implemented a minimum medical emergency data-set (MMEDS), which enables patients to record their own health status so that information can be available for any treating physicians, irrespective of where the patients are located. The system was tested and evaluated across the Greek-Bulgarian border. Besides, Boultinghouse et al [38] reported the use of electronic medical records (EHR) during health care services delivery for oil and rig workers and implemented an electronic medical record that can keep all the health information safe, organized, and accessible over any distance, eliminating the problems and delays of a paper-based record system. This kind of shared electronic health record was provided for medics in offshore settings. Moreover, Amenta et al [31] developed an electronic medical file for each patient assisted, where the data would be updated following every radio contact with a ship or a plane in flight. Furthermore, Anogianakis et al [35] also developed software that can provide a medical record system, which can guide the user through patient history and objective examination. In addition, it provides a database that contains all the information on the vessel’s stocks of medicine and medical equipment.

Assessment of user satisfaction is an important requirement for delivering quality health care services. Therefore, user satisfaction assessment on the use of maritime telemedicine has been conducted. For instance, Dehours et al [39] conducted a study on the CCMM telehealth services, the operators of French Tele-Medical Assistance Service (TMAS). During the study, 385 surveys were e-mailed, of which 165 were completed and used for analyzing user satisfaction. Overall, the result indicates that the satisfaction of on-board caregivers was high; callers were satisfied with the telephone advice, competence of physicians involved, and waiting time for services, oral prescriptions, and medical advice. The study has also given some useful recommendations for successful implementation of on-board ECG and still pictures [39]. Mair et al [40] conducted a telemedicine trial service to analyze the impact of telemedicine on reducing unnecessary evacuation. The system relies on satellite communication to provide a videoconferencing service to diagnose and treat remote oil and rig workers. The study concluded that participating onshore physicians were very satisfied on each occasion with the communications and diagnostic data and image quality, including the ultrasound screening carried out by the rig provider. The study showed that remote specialist advice via videoconferencing should reduce unnecessary and untimely patient evacuation to hospital or onshore for medical check-ups. In addition, Kevlishvili et al [41] studied the effect of teleconsultation on clinical settings. The study used videoconferencing through Skype, email, and still image services to support remote diagnosis and treatment in decision-making. Even though the trial was small, the study concluded that a telemedical solution has a great effect on simplifying remote treatment and diagnosis.

**Telemedicine Services in Extreme Weather Conditions**

This section presents the status of telemedicine in extreme weather condition (Arctic, Antarctica, and others) and also discusses the successful deployment of telemedicine services in these circumstances. Working in extreme cold weather has many health complications. Extreme atmospheric temperature has major consequences on the body’s thermal reactions and...
the risk of accidents increases when the ambient temperature falls below 0° C. Despite these health risks, currently there is a great deal of interest in the Arctic region from different companies, professionals, and merchant seafarers in connection with the discovery of huge natural resources. In order to survive in this extreme cold environment, there are services that should be put in place such as good health care services, medical examinations for fitness to work, vaccinations, first aid training for extreme cold conditions, clothing requirements, and provision of other Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) [42]. However, these regions are characterized by an absence of good health care services and weather-enhanced equipment. Due to these limitations, these regions were solely served by air ambulance operation or helicopter evacuation to get medical services from onshore specialists. However, the air ambulance operation has a lot of challenges and drawbacks including winter darkness and foggy weather. For example, Norum et al [18] analyzed air ambulance operations due to cardiovascular disease (CVD) in the Arctic region from 1999 to 2009. The study tried to analyze the challenges faced in the air ambulance operations in the Arctic region, such as long distance, rough weather conditions, and almost no alternatives for landing. According to Norum et al [18], telemedicine for remote consultation and treatment is vital for on-board vessels and rigs. However, various factors hinder the successful development of telemedicine services in the Arctic high north. This is clearly shown by Walderhaug et al [10], with a specific emphasis on the use of telemedicine in the search and rescue operation. According to Walderhaug et al [10], long distance, bad weather conditions, winter darkness, and poor communication infrastructure are some of the challenges highlighted for developing successful telemedicine services.

Despite these facts, there are groups that conducted research on alleviating these challenges. For example, the Baffin Telehealth Project is one of the Canadian High Arctic projects, which is designed to serve the remote communities of the Canadian High Arctic. The project aims at providing better health care access to the communities of the Baffin Region [43] by using different technologies from remote telemedicine systems so as to cope with isolating geography and severe environmental conditions. The system based its development on the use of a high bandwidth satellite communication to offer real-time video conferencing, digital imaging, and various medical diagnostics to support remote health stations on Baffin Island [43]. Moreover, the Mount Logan and Mount McKinley Telemedicine Projects are other examples of telemedicine projects that serve remote environments [43]. Latifi et al [44] also provide a system called the Amazon Virtual Medical Team (AVMT), which uses telemedicine services to provide health care services for swimmers in the Atlantic Ocean. The system relied on advanced technologies and a low bandwidth satellite connection to help an assembled virtual medical team to ensure telepresence 24/7 throughout the mission. Furthermore, Todnem et al [45] presented a project developed by the Statoil company for implementing telemedicine services on all Statoil operated offshore installations on the Norwegian continental shelf (NCS), succeeding in the initial pilot project from 2007-2008. The services provided included videoconferencing for meetings and educational purposes and to spread vital medical information to many locations or installations at the same time, which has been essential during epidemic situations (Swine flu, Noro virus etc). The study also demonstrated that it is possible, using the existing telemedicine equipment, to successfully remotely guide a nurse offshore in focused ultrasound examinations, with the medical doctor or expert located onshore. Similarly, one of the largest oil and gas companies, Shell, has developed remote telemedicine systems for delivering enhanced health care services to its worker [46]. The project proposes remote health care (RHC), which involves an integrated approach for delivery of health care in the Arctic operations. The system meets both the emergency and non-emergency requirements for delivering the best health care services. RHC includes different aspects such as prevention, technology, supplies or equipment, competence, and communication. The RHC serves as a virtual hospital for patients to get treated on board by allowing the physician on board the vessel to communicate real-time with onshore specialists and enabling these onshore specialists to visualize the patient using high-definition mobile cameras. The system is based on an enhanced medical technology for diagnosis and treatment, including the latest in near patient laboratory testing, digital X-Ray and “pocket” ultrasound equipment that is linked to the hospital radiology department via satellite [46]. The study assessed the outcome in Greenland, Siberia, and West Africa.

Regarding telemedicine services in the Antarctic region, various nations have performed trials for providing health care delivery for tourists and groups of researchers. For example, Grant [47] reports the experiences of using telemedicine services in the Antarctic region. According to the report, BASMU in Aberdeen have developed a tool called the Medical Assessment Questionnaire (MAQ), which proves to be effective in communicating with on-board seafarers by minimizing the treatment time, thereby allowing more accurate and error free telediagnosis and possibly reducing medical evacuations [47]. The study has also conducted various telemedicine services including successful transmission of ECG tracings through fax and e-mail for diagnosis, the potential use of thrombolysis, telemetry (even if equipment was shown to be unreliable and had poor battery life), digital x-ray equipment, ultrasound examination, internet-based education and tele-interpretation [47]. According to the report, telespirometry and more useful systems of teleconsultation are believed to be possible . Similarly, Ohno and Ohno et al [48,49] also conducted a study for delivering telemedicine solutions to be used by the Syowa Station, Japanese Antarctic Research Expedition (JARE). The developed system was intended to handle various practical cases including emergency cases. This system has shown the success of telemedicine in handling various medical operations such as surgery, orthopedics, ophthalmology, dermatology, internal medicine, urology, and dentistry [48,49]. In addition, Pillon et al [50] also reports the experiences and success of developing a teledispatch solution for the principal Italian Antarctic Base at Terra Nova Bay. The system was developed to link the area with the largest Italian hospital, San Camillo in Rome. Full teleconsultation practice via videoconferencing has been developed for consultations with ophthalmic, orthopedic, and radiology specialists. Furthermore, a number of telemedicine projects have been conducted in Alaska [51], including the...
Alaska Telemedicine Testbed Project (ATTP), Alaska Federal Healthcare Partnership (AFHCP), AFHCP Tele-radiology Project, the Alaska Federal Health Care Access Network (AFHCAN), AFHCAN Telemedicine Hardware and Software, and AFHCAN Connectivity & Network (WAN). Moreover, Hild [51] discusses the challenge and success factor for successful implementation of telemedicine services in Alaska. According to the report, any successful telemedicine services should be developed and designed in consideration with physical infrastructure, training structures, interoperability guidelines, and community interfaces [4]. Hence, Hild [51] also discusses the experiences of telemedicine in Alaska in accordance with these success factors.

**Telemedicine Services in Remote Accident and Emergency Responses**

This section presents the status of telemedicine in remote accident and emergency responses along with the search and rescue (SAR) scenarios and also discusses the successful deployment of telemedicine services (status quo) within these circumstances. Telemedicine is an optimal candidate for managing remote accidents and emergencies. However, it should be considered as a support to emergency management and not as a final solution. During an accident or emergency, the various means of communication such as real-time, store-and-forward, and data exchange can be used as either first opinion or second opinion services.

Management of accident and emergency responses are a crucial part of both onshore and offshore health care services. An accident that threatens life and health should get first aid and immediate assistance from the nearby paramedic or specialist. However, sometimes an accident could happen in a remote area such as in the Arctic region, and it takes a significant amount of time to visit a specialist. Any further delay of time in an accident means reducing the survival chances of the victims. Therefore, it is necessary to have a means of treating the victims while in a remote area, at least to prolong the chance of survival. The telemedicine system designed for real-time emergencies has paved the way for a new perspective in remote medical diagnosis [52]. Ensuring safety in the Arctic waters is very challenging because of the remoteness of the region and the lack of contingency planning infrastructure [4]. According to Berg et al [53], so as to reduce the rate of accidents in the Arctic waters, it is necessary to improve regional collaboration, develop additional professional requirements for seafarers, and provide training in order to offer knowledge transfer from seniors working in the region. For example, Buschmann et al [54] described the need for the medical education concept, “SAR-First Responder Sea,” to help paramedics in providing treatment and diagnosis during search and rescue operations. Miller et al [55] also conducted a retrospective review to analyze the potential of emergency nurse practitioners (ENPs) for delivering telemedicine advice for minor injuries. The result is in agreement with Buschmann et al [54], which supports the conclusion that the assessment of all minor injuries through a telemedicine network by medical staff is unnecessary and that an ENP-led service offers a realistic and attractive alternative. Similarly, Boniface et al [56] conducted a study to assess the capability of ultrasound-naïve paramedics to obtain interpretable Focused Assessment with Sonography for Trauma (FAST) pictures under the remote guidance of Emergency Physicians (EPs). The result has shown that paramedics with no prior ultrasound experience could obtain FAST images under remote guidance from experienced EPs in less than 5 minutes. This result has a potential advantage for managing remote accidents by treating patients through data transmission [56]. In addition, Bergrath et al [57] investigated the feasibility and effect of pre-hospital teleconsultation to transfer the concept into the emergency medical services. The study was conducted in a real clinical setting by comparing telemedically assisted pre-hospital care (telemedicine group) with the local regular EMS care (control group). The study concluded that teleconsultation is feasible but technical performance and reliability have to be improved. Moreover, the result has shown the future potential of pre-hospital tele-stroke consultation to improve emergency care, especially when no highly trained personnel are on-scene [57]. Furthermore, Brebner et al [58] evaluated a pilot telemedicine network for accident and emergency work. The study assessed the treatment and diagnosis of emergency cases through videoconferencing for a period of 15 months. The study demonstrated that accident and emergency teleconsultations can be technically reliable and effective in reducing the number of patient transfers and in a manner acceptable to the referring clinicians. Similarly, Bowman et al [59] conducted a controlled trial to assess the accuracy of telemedicine in diagnosing and managing eye problems presented to accident and emergency. The study has shown that telemedicine, utilizing video slit lamp images, to be an effective, safe, and accurate method of diagnosing and managing these patients.

Castellano et al [52] conducted a study for handling emergency cases in a pre-hospital environment. The study designed a real-time emergency telemedicine system for remote medical diagnosis (an ambulance) using a hybrid network that enabled secure long-distance communication from an ambulance. Moreover, the study demonstrated a specific scenario by performing an ambulance-based hematological test with regard to an international normalized ratio (INR) using wireless transmission, accurately and in real-time, to the referral hospital. The study reported no significant differences between the ambulance-based and the laboratory-based tests [52].

Kang et al [60] conducted a preliminary study that evaluated the use of a code division multiple access (CDMA)-based emergency telemedicine system to be used by emergency rescuers providing first-aid treatment to patients. The evaluated prototype consisted of equipment for measuring non-invasive arterial blood pressure (NIBP), arterial oxygen saturation (SpO2), six-channel electrocardiogram (EKG), blood glucose concentration, and body temperature. The recorded patient data were transmitted to the doctor’s computer through CDMA and TCP/IP networks using an embedded personal digital assistant (PDA) phone. The result indicates that the systems provided reliable values. Moreover, the feasibility of the prototype was evaluated with 15 real emergency patients on Jeju Island over a two-month period. The measured data were successfully transmitted without significant CDMA connection loss or transmission errors.
Uldal et al [61] developed a mobile telemedicine unit (MTU) for emergency and screening purposes, which included various facilities such as endoscopy, electrocardiography, and digital photography. The mobile telemedicine unit included a modem, a portable PC, an endoscope, an electrocardiogram (ECG) facility, a digital camera, a printer, and an uninterruptible power supply (UPS). In this system, data transmission was implemented using an ordinary telephone line.

Kyriacou et al [62] developed a portable medical device that supported emergency telemedicine by allowing telediagnosis, long distance support, and teleconsultation of mobile health care providers by expert physicians. The system combined both real-time and store and forward facilities by using a telemedicine unit at the patient or emergency site and the expert’s medical consulting at the base unit. This integrated system had a capability to be used in various emergency cases such as being treated in an ambulance vehicle, in a Rural Health Centre and on a navigating ship. The developed system was a “multi-purpose” telemedicine system consisting of two major parts: a telemedicine unit (located near the patient) and a base unit (located at a Central Hospital). The Telemedicine unit mainly consisted of hardware and software components such as a bio-signal acquisition module, image capturing module, main module, and communication module. The system relied on a GSM or GPRS modem and a POTS modem or satellite modem for communication purposes. The system was clinically evaluated and installed and used in two different countries: Greece (ambulance vehicles, rural health centers, ships) and Cyprus (ambulance vehicles, rural health centers) [62]. The study also performed a comparison regarding the performance of communication media such as GSM and satellite, which indicates that satellite communication performs well when handling a large file size [62].

Conclusions

Despite the increasing number of professionals, fishermen, and merchant seafarers, maritime working conditions are characterized by an absence of access to health care facilities. This condition is further aggravated for seafarers who are working in the Arctic regions. Even if telemedicine has seen success onshore, there is limited success to it offshore. This is due to the absence of a good communication network, lack of trained personnel (paramedics), lack of maritime and offshore enhanced telemedicine equipment, bad weather conditions, and the distance and time required for SAR helicopters to reach a site, which reduces the possibility of MEDEVAC. Technology adoption from onshore to offshore settings might seem like a quick remedy for the case, but this remains a challenge for various reasons. The major challenge lies in the convergent and divergent nature of maritime and onshore telemedicine with respect to structure, practice, and policy. Therefore, it is necessary to identify these divergent and convergent points and to carefully review them before transferring technology and research experiences to offshore scenarios.

Despite these limitations, recently, a number of successes have been achieved in delivering telemedicine services in maritime settings, remote emergency responses, and Arctic and other extreme weather scenarios. These services include teleconsultation, teleradiology, telecardiology, tele-ENT, teledermatology, and tele-education, to mention a few. Most of these studies demonstrate the use of various means of communication including satellite, mobile, radio, and others. Moreover, all these studies have shown the use of various telemedicine modalities including video, still images, audio, and medical data. However, the use of telemedicine in relation to the search and rescue (SAR) services is not yet fully exploited. During this review, we did not see a paper that implemented telemedicine services for search and rescue (SAR) scenarios.

Therefore, we foresee that once implemented and evaluated, these telemedicine services will serve as an underlying model for the successful deployment of the future telemedicine-assisted search and rescue (SAR) services. Even though the provision of telemedicine within the extreme weather (Arctic) and offshore scenarios calls for having good communication infrastructure and more Arctic-enhanced equipment, successful telemedicine services cannot be met with only these technologies. It needs an organization that is committed, motivated, and willing to invest in a project, while also being capable of mobilizing the human performance factors toward delivering the services.

Practice Points

The following points are worth considering for a meaningful telemedicine solution in the context of maritime and extreme weather conditions as in the Arctic region:

First, maritime and onshore telemedicine can be convergent and divergent with respect to structural, practical, and policy differences. Therefore, it is necessary to identify these differences and carefully review them before transferring technology and research experiences to offshore scenarios.

Second, sometimes evacuation might become difficult in the Arctic region; therefore, it is necessary to consider telemedicine as the actual health care delivery services, rather than simply considering it as means of information exchange.

Third, it is necessary to do more Arctic-enhanced telemedicine research and also to assess and analyze the telemedicine solutions deployed in other regions such as Antarctica.

Fourth, it is necessary to have a systematic analysis of previous accidents in the Arctic region in order to provide a knowledge base with respect to emergency preparedness and response, focusing on the various phases and types of accidents.

Fifth, it is important to analyze the status quo of search and rescue operation in the Arctic region, so as to identify the capability gaps and to take the necessary measures.

Sixth, as applying the current open water Escape, Evacuation, and Rescue technology might have an unacceptably high failure rate, it is necessary to deploy more Arctic-enhanced EER technology.

Seventh, in most of the literature, we have observed the lack of a common international standard or protocol for information sharing, that is, DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine). However, we have noticed some articles [50,62] that were based on the development of “Vital” and “DICOM” standards. Therefore, it is necessary to adopt such kinds of standard for an interoperable information communication.
Finally, it is necessary to consider the capability approach in the broad concept of integrated operation for offshore telemedicine services.
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Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDMA</td>
<td>code division multiple access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DICOM</td>
<td>Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EER</td>
<td>Escape, Evacuation, and Rescue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENPs</td>
<td>emergency nurse practitioners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSM</td>
<td>Global System for Mobile Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPRS</td>
<td>General Packet Radio Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISDN</td>
<td>Integrated Services Digital Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDEVAC</td>
<td>medical evacuation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHC</td>
<td>remote health care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR</td>
<td>search and rescue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPN</td>
<td>Virtual Private Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSAT</td>
<td>very small aperture terminal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

Background: Virtual reality (VR) therapy has been successfully used as an adjunct therapy for the management of acute pain in adults and children, and evidence of potential efficacy in other health applications is growing. However, minimal research exists on the value of VR as an intervention for chronic pain.

Objective: This case series examined the value of VR to be used as an adjunctive therapy for chronic pain patients in their own homes.

Methods: An exploratory approach using a case series and personal interviews was used. Ten chronic pain patients received VR therapy for 30 min on alternate days for 1 month. Pre- and postexposure (immediately afterwards, 3 h, and at 24 h) pain assessment was recorded using the Numerical Rating Scale (NRS), and weekly using the Brief Pain Inventory (BPI) and Self-completed Leeds Assessment of Neuropathic Symptoms and Signs pain scale (S-LANSS). Terminal semistructured personal interviews with the patients were also undertaken.

Results: Of the 8 patients who completed the study, 5 of them reported that pain was reduced during the VR experience but no overall treatment difference in pain scores postexposure was observed. VR was not associated with any serious adverse events, although 60% of patients reported some cybersickness during some of the experiences.

Conclusions: Of note is that the majority of these study participants reported a reduction in pain while using the VR but with highly individualized responses. One patient also reported some short-term improved mobility following VR use. Some evidence was found for the short-term efficacy of VR in chronic pain but no evidence for persistent benefits.

(JMIR Med Inform 2017;5(2):e11) doi:10.2196/medinform.7271
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Introduction

Research on virtual reality (VR) dates back to the early 1980s [1], but the potential for mainstream use has only recently been realized. Some successes have been reported in the use of VR in the treatment of acute pain as an adjunctive method for pain control [2-7]. Clinical studies exploring its use for chronic pain remain minimal [8-10]. Results have been hopeful, but some used artificially induced pain in healthy adults rather than actual chronic pain patients; thus, findings may not be clinically comparable [8]. Nevertheless, the value of VR in chronic pain management remains an area of potentially high impact research. In Canada, chronic pain is a significant health issue with 18.9% of adult Canadians suffering from chronic persistent pain [11]. Chronic pain persists as a complex phenomenon affecting millions of Canadians every day [11-15]. Chronic pain patients
also often find their pain experiences persist despite medical interventions, and those affected frequently suffer from additional decreases in psychosocial health and activity restriction [16-17].

Cognitive factors are well-known to affect perceptions of pain [18]. Currently, VR environments are hypothesized to reduce pain via cognitive attentional and distractive mechanisms, although the exact mechanisms remain unclear [19-25]. The use of VR might act directly and indirectly on pain perception in a number of ways by altering signaling pathways involving attention, emotion, concentration, memory, touch, and the auditory and visual senses. VR interventions appear to reduce pain sensitivities by altering the sense of personal presence to that of being in a new virtual environment, changing the sensory, affective, and cognitive features of the experience and altering the subjective perception of pain [26,27]. Therefore, the potential value of VR to help mediate chronic pain is an important area for exploration. The primary aims for this exploratory study were to identify any changes from baseline pain scores and in reported pain experiences using VR, and establish whether VR can be practically and safely used at home. Secondary aims included identifying any weekly pain score changes, any adverse effects [28], effects on function, and any preferences in type of VR experience. In addition, the study was undertaken to evaluate feasibility and establish practical methods to research VR interventions for chronic pain.

**Methods**

**Design**

A mixed-methods pilot case-series approach was used. The quantitative a priori hypotheses tested were that for patients with established chronic pain treated at home: (1) exposure to VR for 30 min 3 times a week would decrease pain scores from their preexposure baseline, and (2) exposure to VR sessions 3 times a week would lead to decreased weekly pain scores over a month. The qualitative aspects of the study examined patient’s perceptions of their pain while using VR, if they observed any practical application of safety issues in using VR or experienced any adverse effects. Also, their VR experience preferences, and if they noted any functional or quality-of-life improvements during the study were examined.

**Sample Selection and Recruitment**

Prior to recruitment, a review of the proposal was undertaken by the UBC Clinical Research Ethics Board and approval granted. A purposeful nonprobability convenience sample of 10 adult patients with a diagnosed chronic pain condition for at least six months were recruited by Web-based invitations from 2 sources; PainBC and the People in Pain Network. Both are charitable support organizations, based in British Columbia. Interested patients were sent further information and a telephone interview by a member of the research team was conducted to answer the patients’ questions and screen them against specific inclusion and exclusion criteria (see Textboxes 1 and 2). Suitable patients were then sent an informed consent form to be signed and returned on installation of the VR equipment (with a duplicate copy provided for them to retain).

**Textbox 1. Inclusion criteria for the study.**

- ≥18 years
- Have had a chronic pain diagnosis for 6 months or longer
- Score a maximum of ≥4 on the NRS pain scale daily
- Have desk space at home for the VR headset and accompanying computer system
- Able to understand the English language, and read and write English
- Able to wear a VR HMD (head-mounted display) and move head in cervical rotation, extension, and flexion
- sufficient fine motor control to operate a joystick/game controller

**Textbox 2. Exclusion criteria for the study.**

- Individuals who have cognitive impairment or inability to control a basic computer VR interface, or complete questionnaires
- Susceptibility to motion sickness or cyber-sickness (LaViole 2001)
- Susceptibility to claustrophobia
- History of susceptibility to seizures

**Intervention**

A home-based VR intervention was selected for the study. First, for practicality, as many of these patients also had mobility concerns and it was not economical to offer transportation to a hospital or lab and back again several times a week. Second, commercial VR systems would need to be suitable and easy to use at home, if they proved efficacious in the treatment of chronic pain. The VR hardware used was identical for each patient, and consisted of a high-end personal computer running the VR applications with an Oculus Rift DK2 110° field of view (FOV) stereoscopic head-mounted display (HMD) with a resolution of 960 × 1080 pixels per eye.
As there were no VR experiences validated in the context of chronic pain, one of the project’s aims was to explore whether patients expressed preferences for different VR environments. Four categories of VR experience were devised, and VR applications were purposefully selected and tested in advance for potential efficacy by the researchers for use in each of the 4 weeks of the study. In week 1, the participants undertook passive VR experiences where they simply travelled through a VR environment. These included a virtual Iceland, and a boat ride through an artistic experience (Senza Peso). In the second week, mindfulness and meditative introversion focused VR applications were used, as these have been associated with pain control in other studies [29,30]. These experiences involved flying through 3D mandalas, or experiences that altered the user’s environment depending where they looked (Sightline). In the third week, active exploratory VR environments were used, where the participant could explore a new environment at will (an underwater environment, the solar system, and a natural environment). In the final week, active problem-solving experiences were used (eg, game type environments requiring participants to solve 3D puzzles). These different applications allowed for comparison of the VR environments in terms of any reported specific effects on patient’s pain experiences and side effects, and also prevented boredom with the VR experiences available at the time. An identical protocol of specific VR experiences to be used for 30 min on every other day of the study was given to each patient (see Figure 1). A simple computer menu system was devised so that patients could easily start each VR application on the appropriate day in sequence (as per protocol). Daily VR activity was logged, with arrest from VR at weekends.

Three sets of equipment were used concurrently with different patients, and then moved on to the next patients who had volunteered on a previously arranged schedule. The equipment was installed in the patients’ home with a 90-min training session on how to use the VR and perform data collection procedures. Patients were also assessed as being able to navigate the VR experiences and use the equipment comfortably at the end of this. During the study time patients also had access to a member of the research team by telephone and email for trouble shooting and to discuss any issues associated with the study.

Given an absence of prior work with VR and chronic pain, an initial exposure to 12 therapeutic sessions of 30 min was identified as reasonable to explore the clinical effects of VR initially. VR research in acute pain settings was usually of 15-30 min duration [2] and in associated pain hypnotherapy studies that used 4-6 sessions had less success whereas studies that had offered 8-12 sessions with lengths of treatment exposure between 30 and 40 min established positive results [31,32].
Instruments: Quantitative Tools

To ensure the multidimensional aspects of chronic pain experienced by individuals were adequately measured, various tools were selected that addressed different aspects of chronic pain. These were self-recorded by patients in a supplied binder.

Pre- and Postexposure NRS Scores

Participants were asked to self-rate and record their pain intensity in a diary using the NRS immediately before and after the intervention and at 6 and 24 h postintervention (it was impractical to record pain during the VR experience as this would have proved disruptive to the experience). These measurement points supported the capture of any residual therapeutic effects or trends following the intervention. The NRS meets the IMMPACT group recommendations for using a global impression of change question [33,34].

Weekly Pain Trends: The Brief Pain Inventory (BPI) and Short Leeds Assessment of Neuropathic Symptoms and Signs (S-LANSS)

The BPI and the S-LANSS were used initially (as a baseline) and then at the end of each week of therapy to capture more detailed pain assessment data (giving scores recorded at 5 different time points). The BPI is a validated tool that has been used in numerous studies investigating pain [35-37]. The S-LANSS was specifically designed to measure the pain qualities associated with neuropathic pain and treatment effects. It is a quick to use self-reporting scale consisting of 12 distinct
questions, which ask about the intensity and quality of the patients’ pain [38].

**Cybersickness Reporting Form**

Cybersickness is a well-documented side-effect of VR experiences [28,39-41]. It is the tendency for some users to display symptoms analogous to motion sickness both during and after the VR experience. It is distinct from motion sickness, in that the user is normally stationary but has a compelling sense of self-motion through moving visual imagery. A simple guide to avoid cybersickness and self-reporting form was provided for patients to record any episodes on a weekly basis, indicating the experiences that had led to the episode, onset and duration, any factors that alleviated the sickness, and also any departures from the protocol provided.

**Instruments: Qualitative Tools**

**Initial Individual Interviews**

A short semistructured personal interview with each patient was executed at the start of the study by a researcher to capture basic biographic information from participants and a pain history (eg, ethnicity, age, gender, and prior VR and computer gaming experience; pain history: cause, duration, onset, nature, treatment history, and current pharmacological and other interventions used for pain).

**Terminal Individual Interviews**

An audiotaped 30-min semistructured personal interview was undertaken at the end of the study by a researcher during the final visit to collect the VR equipment. The interview was designed to capture the patient’s perceptions of the value of the VR interventions in the management of their pain, their overall impressions of the experience, and any adverse effects.

**Data Analysis**

Quantitative data were explored for any differences in the average pain scores for the VR intervention at each time point to analyze for any indications of changes in pain immediately following the VR experience, and at 6 and 24 h after exposure, and for cybersickness. Descriptive univariate statistics were analyzed to support a preliminary understanding of the impact of VR on an individual’s pain experience and nature of the data obtained. A simple initial pre-post exposure NRS analysis was then undertaken using a Wilcoxon matched pairs test. For the BPI and S-LANSS scores, a Freidman test (the nonparametric alternative to the one-way repeated measure ANOVA) was undertaken to explore for any trends evident over the whole month using SPSS 23 statistical software (IBM).

Qualitative data were transcribed from the original sources into Nvivo 7.0 qualitative analysis software. It was analyzed using an interpretive-description (ID) approach for an open exploration of participant’s experiences to further understand the perceptions associated with the use of VR and any impact on their chronic pain. ID assumes preexisting theoretical knowledge, and that clinical patterns exist, and rather than trying to avoid preconceptions in the analysis, coding proceeds on the basis that no matter how participatory and collaborative the analytical method is, it will finally be the researcher who determines what data are significant [42,43]. An ID approach allowed for an inductive descriptive analysis of the phenomena, using iterative readings of the combined qualitative data and coding by 2 independent members of the research team. Analyses were then merged to establish key thematic elements, patterns, and theory associated with the patient’s experiences [42].

**Results**

**Sample Characteristics**

As is common with chronic pain studies, the study encountered attrition and 8 patients (n=8, 33% attrition) completed the full study protocol, and only 6 of these consented to post experience interviews [44,45]. Reasons for discontinuation were not required, although one indicated it was due to cybersickness. The patients’ pain conditions and histories are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Participant characteristics. All participants were unemployed, had high-school graduate education levels, and good computer literacy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Pain diagnosis</th>
<th>Pain treatment history</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Low back and knee pain following traumatic injury 6 years ago.</td>
<td>Pharmacological: Acetaminophen &amp; Codeine (Tylenol 3), Oxycodone &amp; Acetaminophen (Percocet), Gabapentin, Ibuprofen, Diclofenac, Oxycodone. Reported daily NRS score: 4-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Arachnoiditis and low back pain following traumatic injury 4 years ago.</td>
<td>Pharmacological: Acetaminophen &amp; Codeine (Tylenol 3), Ibuprophen, Pregabalin, Gabapentin, Cortisone injection, Ketamine, Fentanyl patches, Hydromorphone. Reported daily NRS score: 4-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Ilioinguinal neuralgia following hernia repair 14 years ago. Ankylosing Spondylitis over the last 6 years.</td>
<td>Pharmacological: Acetaminophen &amp; Codeine (Tylenol 3), Ibuprophen, Pregabalin, Gabapentin, Ketamine, Methadone, Lignocaine (topical), Oxycodone. Reported daily NRS score: 4-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Cervical spine and shoulder pain following traumatic injury 20 years ago.</td>
<td>Pharmacological: Gabapentin, Clonazepam, Nabilone, Oxycodone, Magnesium Injection, Buprenorphine patches. Reported daily NRS score: 5-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Chronic hip &amp; lower back pain for 20 years from strain caused through professionally playing classical guitar for 30 years.</td>
<td>Pharmacological: Acetaminophen &amp; Codeine (Tylenol 3), Ibuprophen, Pregabalin. Reported daily NRS score: 4-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Complex regional pain syndrome (Type 2) secondary to thrombosis and multiple embolism 6 years ago</td>
<td>Pharmacological: Acetaminophen &amp; Codeine (Tylenol 3), Naproxen, Cyclobenzaprine, Gabapentin, Hydromorphine, Premagbal, Fentanyl patches. Reported daily NRS score: 6-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Migraine headaches and small fiber myopathy following traumatic injury and resulting brain lesion when 7 years old.</td>
<td>Pharmacological: Topiramate, Gabapatin, Cannabis vaporizer and Buprenorphine patch. Reported daily NRS score: 5-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Low back pain and myofascial pain following traumatic injury 8 years ago.</td>
<td>Pharmacological: Acetaminophen &amp; Codeine (Tylenol 3), Ibuprofen, Baclofen, Lidocaine/Ketamine cream, Gabapentin, Pregabalin, Lidoaine injection, Tramadol. Reported daily NRS score: 5-8 &amp; Acetaminophen (Tramacet). Reported daily NRS score: 5-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quantitative Analysis
A descriptive statistical exploration of the various pain scores confirmed the data were not normally distributed. Univariate comparison of the mean NRS pre-post test scores demonstrated a slight decrease in pain for most interventions (see Figure 2), although for one intervention (#10) a slight increase in pain was also observed. This likely reflected user frustration with the Subnautica prerelease app, which had not yet implemented game-controller functionality, so participants had to move around using keyboard controls, which was difficult with an HMD on. No reduction in NRS scores 6 and 24 h later was evident. Furthermore, a Wilcoxon Matched Pairs Signed Ranks test for means for each VR intervention demonstrated no significant effect between pre- and postexposure for NRS scores (see Table 2). Given the lack of any significant pre-post
exposure effects, no further exploration of NRS scores was performed. The Friedman test run on the BPI and SLANNS scores as repeated measures for each participant at the end of each week also indicated no statistically significant difference in the pain reported over the 4 weeks. BPI Worst Pain: $x^2 = 1.6$, $P = .82$; BPI Average Pain: $x^2 = 5.2$, $P = .27$; BPI Least Pain: $x^2 = 4.6$, $P = .20$. BPI Pain Now: $x^2 = 2.9$, $P = .57$. S-LANSS $x^2 = 1.0$, $P = .91$. As no significant findings were obtained, no further post hoc analysis was performed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Post1 - Pre1</th>
<th>Post2 - Pre2</th>
<th>Post3 - Pre3</th>
<th>Post4 - Pre4</th>
<th>Post5 - Pre5</th>
<th>Post6 - Pre6</th>
<th>Post7 - Pre7</th>
<th>Post8 - Pre8</th>
<th>Post9 - Pre9</th>
<th>Post10 - Pre10</th>
<th>Post11 - Pre11</th>
<th>Post12 - Pre12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>.000 $^a$</td>
<td>-1.414 $^b$</td>
<td>-.322 $^b$</td>
<td>-.163 $^b$</td>
<td>-1.841 $^b$</td>
<td>.000 $^a$</td>
<td>-1.080 $^b$</td>
<td>-1.280 $^b$</td>
<td>.000 $^a$</td>
<td>-0.816 $^b$</td>
<td>-0.816 $^b$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymptotic Significance (2-tailed)</td>
<td>&gt; .99</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>&gt; .99</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>&gt; .99</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>&gt; .99</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$The sum of negative ranks equals the sum of positive ranks.

$^b$Based on positive ranks.

Qualitative Analysis

Four major thematic areas emerged from the interview analysis: design of the VR experiences, efficacy of VR for chronic pain, limits of the VR technology, and practicality of use as an adjunctive therapy (see Table 3). The subthemes evident in these are described below together with participant quotes.

There was a distinct difference in participants’ perceptions of the value of VR environments designed to be interactive versus those designed to promote relaxation. Half of the interviewees believed that the interactive experiences were more beneficial. For example:

> The space one too, when you’re exploring and you’re driving, I loved that one too. I thought that was so much fun, I love the ones when you using your brain, and you’re actually trying to do stuff, I enjoyed those more, but when I was done, I didn’t even notice. [Participant #10]

> …because then you are actually immersed in it, whereas some of the ones you felt like even though it was 3D or whatever, you weren’t really immersed yeah you were a recipient of the experience, but the ones that made you think and do and that and react were more immersive and then the more immersive it is the more it worked. [Participant #1]

Two participants reported they actively disliked the relaxation-based VR experiences:

> I didn’t feel that um, I didn’t sense that just floating over Iceland or um, some of those other things didn’t do it for me. [Participant #4]

Figure 2. Pre-post exposure NRS score differentials by intervention. NRS: Numerical Rating Scale.
Table 3. Key themes emerging from Interviews (numbers=number of separate responses).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major theme</th>
<th>Subtheme (positive)</th>
<th>Subtheme (negative)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VR design</td>
<td>Relaxation (7)</td>
<td>Relaxation anxiety (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interaction (17)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Immersion (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variety (6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enjoyment (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficacy</td>
<td>Effective (14)</td>
<td>Ineffective (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distraction (8)</td>
<td>Transient (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mobility (2)</td>
<td>Stressful (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological functionality</td>
<td>Comfort (1)</td>
<td>Frustration (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Technical issues (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Graphics quality (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Comfort (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Side effects:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cybersickness (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Claustrophobia (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Engagement (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Position (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practicality</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, 3 participants favored the relaxing experiences as in:

...some programs were really good like the guided meditation one I found really good, managed to make me feel really relaxed by the end of it. [Participant #9]

There appeared no relationship between the type of VR experience people preferred and types of pain they experienced.

The second theme related to the efficacy of the VR experiences in helping reduce pain. Four of those interviewed identified positive benefits during the VR experience:

when I was doing them I didn’t notice the pain until I was done. So, when I play the games, no pain. But when I filled-in the questionnaire, that’s when I noticed it! [participants #1, 4, 8, and 10]

Participants who experienced positive effects, distraction was frequently highlighted as the rationale:

So overall as an experience, if the idea is a distraction to the pain, yeah it worked for a little while then. [Participant #4]

...actually take your mind off the world, cause you’re in a totally different place, a fantasy. [Participant #10]

All the participants who found benefits, all reported the experience was transient and did not persist long after the VR experience:

The effect on my pain wore off and I was aware of my pain certainly within a few hours of using the VR. [Participant #1]

Two participants reported the VR experiences were not effective for helping reduce their pain:

Overall I would just say it was really interesting, versus like actually helping with my pain. [Participant #11]

One participant (#10) who had reported positive effects with some of the VR experiences noted one actually caused her stress, increasing her pain:

Where I was under water in the ocean, I saw the shark, and I thought it was going to attack me. It was giving me anxiety a bit, and stressing me out a bit, so as soon as I saw that my hand started burning, and my feet... [Participant 10]

Although conversely, another acknowledged:

Some were more stressful...but I find that - when I get stress my pain doesn’t increase... [Participant #11]

The technological functionality (and limits) of the available VR experiences also emerged as noteworthy. Four participants identified that they became quite frustrated with the VR systems in use, because of complex or cumbersome control systems:

I had some trouble figuring out which controls to use to move around so um I’ve never played computer games before and maybe that had something to do with it. I felt like a total idiot totally frustrated and not able to catch onto what to do. [Participant #8]

The comfort of the HMD drew both positive and negative comments. One user believed that the HMD was “...nice and comfortable it was relatively small.” (Participant #1), whereas 2 others complained about issues trying to use the HMD with eyeglasses:
It was a bit uncomfortable working with my glasses. [Participant #4]

Similarly, another theme on the practicality of using VR was evident. The side effect of cybersickness was significant and reported by 5 of the 8 participants (60%) for a least one VR experience in the self-reporting forms, and it also arose as a topic of interest in the interviews:

There was a few times where I had to stop because I felt sick because of how fast I felt I was going. [Participant #11]

Most of the responses noted mild nausea being induced when experiences involved rapid speed or motion, or moving in 3 dimensions (such as in the spacecraft simulator), which was resolved when they slowed the experience down or had a break. However, 1 participant noted the symptoms persisted for some time after the VR experience:

I slowed down so I felt a little less bad and I thought I could continue. But afterwards I went and my mom got me a ginger ale, and I laid down and I thought, thank goodness I don’t have that in the car or whatever. [Participant #11]

Two participants also noted minor claustrophobia as a side effect:

I felt a bit of claustrophobia because when I was under water and I realized at first I didn’t know how to get above the water and was running out of air. [Participant #4]

The issue of being able to engage with a VR experience when the participant was experiencing severe pain also arose as a practical limitation. In 2 cases, they reported they were in too much pain to use the VR equipment.

Discussion

Principal Findings

Although there were no significant pre-post exposure changes in the reported pain scores, more than half (5 of 8) of the participants did report positive benefits on their perceived pain from the use of VR. However, 3 of the participants interviewed reported none. The effects of VR on chronic pain would appear to be very individualized. No evidence that any benefits of using the VR on the participant’s pain persisted postexposure was found. For participants who identified positive results, distraction was described as the mode of action by them. This is consistent with other researchers who suggest the deeper form of distraction produced with VR experiences is the main mechanism by which pain is attenuated [19,20,22,31,46].

Chronic pain patients respond in very individualistic ways to VR as indicated by the varying preferences for interactive versus relaxing forms of VR reported. Some had very negative reactions to the relaxation introversion-focused experiences, whereas others enjoyed them. This finding is consistent with work that reports some individuals are actually relaxation-sensitive and paradoxically find relaxing experiences increase their stress levels [47,48]. Although no significant improvement in BPI and functionality was evident over time, one of the participants did report improved mobility following the VR experiences. Functional improvement has also been reported in other VR studies [49-51].

It was evident that VR technology remains immature in the technology life cycle, the progression from research and development, commercial production, to succession by superior technologies [52,53]. Most participants reported some technical issues with either the hardware or software during the experience. However, the possibility of achieving nonpharmacological pain relief may encourage more chronic pain suffering to experiment with VR, as they are more likely to experiment when pharmacological and other medical therapies fail [54,55].

The most significant adverse reaction to VR was cybersickness, as 60% of the participants experienced this at some time during the study. This side effect of VR is well documented, but should not be underestimated as a factor that may influence uptake [28,39-41,56-59]. Other than cybersickness, no significant adverse effects were noted.

Limitations

As an initial exploratory study, this work has limitations. Case series are vulnerable to selection bias and may not represent the wider population, and with small-scale studies such as this, the effects seen may be due to intervening effects such as the placebo, Hawthorne, or Rosenthal effect. Therefore, internal validity and reliability may be limited. Technological immaturity of the experimental setting is also a limitation. Strengths of the study include the inductive ID approach, which is more responsive to clinical experience-based questions here. Furthermore, an exploratory pilot study provides an appropriate approach at this fundamental stage of clinical research to inform future work.

Work in this area is in its infancy and clinical studies limited. The complexities of chronic pain make finding pain-management solutions challenging, and the results reflect those complexities. The following conclusions were drawn from the results:

Exposure to VR for 30 min a day every other day for chronic pain patients in self-administered therapy sessions resulted in:

- 66% of participants reporting a reduction in pain while using the VR therapy,
- No significant pre- or postexposure differential in pain scores,
- No significant postexposure impact on pain levels,
- No significant postexposure impact on pain interfering with daily function,
- 60% of patients reported episodes of cybersickness when using VR.

The majority of this study participants reported a reduction in pain while they were using the VR, but with highly individualized responses. Findings, as with other recent work suggests that VR maybe a useful short-term adjunct for the management of chronic pain, but individual choice in the form of VR experience may be as significant as the VR medium itself [60]. Although statistically significant reductions in pain scores...
postexposure were not demonstrated, in the qualitative analysis, participants reported mostly positive impacts on their pain experience, and one reported that the VR experience did appear to improve their mobility. Whereas longer-term benefits of VR therapy as an adjunctive for chronic pain were not demonstrated, the immediate relief experienced by patients here during VR would indicate the therapy has potential for a means of providing respite from the constant pain they experience.

Conclusions

Attention to practical implementation is important, particularly having good orientation practices and technical support available to patients at home. Robust controlled trials with larger samples, comparing VR with other forms of multimedia and neurological studies are now required to establish efficacy. Practical methods to research VR interventions should include both active and passive interventions, and larger cohort studies including assessment of cybersickness (and factors that ameliorate its effects) as the most significant adverse effect.

In conclusion, home-based VR therapy is a feasible option for chronic pain sufferers. There remains a pressing need for non-opioid alternatives in the treatment of chronic pain, and in light of the patient’s experiences documented here, individual tailored VR solutions would appear more likely to be successful compared with a unidimensional off-the-shelf VR experience.
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Abstract

Background: The use of electronic medical records (EMRs) offers opportunity for clinical epidemiological research. With large EMR databases, automated analysis processes are necessary but require thorough validation before they can be routinely used.

Objective: The aim of this study was to validate a computer-assisted technique using commercially available content analysis software (SimStat-WordStat v.6 (SS/WS), Provalis Research) for mining free-text EMRs.

Methods: The dataset used for the validation process included life-long EMRs from 335 patients (17,563 rows of data), selected at random from a larger dataset (141,543 patients, ~2.6 million rows of data) and obtained from 10 equine veterinary practices in the United Kingdom. The ability of the computer-assisted technique to detect rows of data (cases) of colic, renal failure, right dorsal colitis, and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) use in the population was compared with manual classification. The first step of the computer-assisted analysis process was the definition of inclusion dictionaries to identify cases, including terms identifying a condition of interest. Words in inclusion dictionaries were selected from the list of all words in the dataset obtained in SS/WS. The second step consisted of defining an exclusion dictionary, including combinations of words to remove cases erroneously classified by the inclusion dictionary alone. The third step was the definition of a reinclusion dictionary to reinclude cases that had been erroneously classified by the exclusion dictionary. Finally, cases obtained by the exclusion dictionary were removed from cases obtained by the inclusion dictionary, and cases from the reinclusion dictionary were subsequently reincluded using Rv3.0.2 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). Manual analysis was performed as a separate process by a single experienced clinician reading through the dataset once and classifying each row of data based on the interpretation of the free-text notes. Validation was performed by comparison of the computer-assisted method with manual analysis, which was used as the gold standard. Sensitivity, specificity, negative predictive values (NPVs), positive predictive values (PPVs), and F values of the computer-assisted process were calculated by comparing them with the manual classification.

Results: Lowest sensitivity, specificity, PPVs, NPVs, and F values were 99.82% (1128/1130), 99.88% (16410/16429), 94.6% (223/239), 100.00% (16410/16412), and 99.0% (100×2×0.983×0.998/[0.983+0.998]), respectively. The computer-assisted process required few seconds to run, although an estimated 30 h were required for dictionary creation. Manual classification required approximately 80 man-hours.

Conclusions: The critical step in this work is the creation of accurate and inclusive dictionaries to ensure that no potential cases are missed. It is significantly easier to remove false positive terms from a SS/WS selected subset of a large database than search that original database for potential false negatives. The benefits of using this method are proportional to the size of the dataset to be analyzed.
Introduction

Exploitation of clinical information in electronic medical records (EMRs) has the potential to revolutionize medical research. Even though time consuming, the assumed gold standard for analysis of medical data consists of manual evaluation, and this is what automated analysis tools should be validated against [1]. Data in an EMR could be used to perform epidemiological studies to support updated disease registries, drug safety surveillance, clinical trials, and health audits [2]. One of the aims of the Department of Health in the United Kingdom is to achieve a paperless National Health Service (NHS) by 2018 [3]. This plan would result in conversion of the medical records of the whole British population to a digital format, and therefore, potentially make it available for epidemiological research. Efficiency of algorithms for anonymization of an EMR have also been thoroughly evaluated [4,5], so considerations related to protection of patient’s confidentiality are unlikely to pose a limitation to these studies. Many EMR management systems are currently in use in medical practice, and this poses a challenge to research as these systems store data using different formats. However, while these systems present substantial technical differences, at a minimum, data is generally stored with a combination of structured data (patient ID, location, and date) and unstructured free-text clinical notes, often including further information such as diagnostic imaging, laboratory reports, and billing information where applicable. Data stored in these systems could be used for epidemiologic research using methodologies that are independent from the system used [2]. Coded medical records are often implemented to support a clear classification of clinical cases but limits a clinician’s freedom of expression and often does not entirely suit all details of the clinical case and relies on clinicians to use the coding system correctly [6].

Text mining techniques have been developed over the past 40 years [7-10]; they use tools compatible with both structured and unstructured data. Text mining aims to extract information of interest from a dataset and transform this information into an understandable structure for future use [11]. A recent study compared the accuracy of information extraction between the main text mining tools currently available for the purpose of case-detection for named clinical conditions [2]. Commonly used methods include rule-based neuro-linguistic programing (NLP) algorithms that combine basic keyword searching with technical differences, at a minimum, data is generally stored with a combination of structured data (patient ID, location, and date) and unstructured free-text clinical notes, often including further information such as diagnostic imaging, laboratory reports, and billing information where applicable. Data stored in these systems could be used for epidemiologic research using methodologies that are independent from the system used [2]. Coded medical records are often implemented to support a clear classification of clinical cases but limits a clinician’s freedom of expression and often does not entirely suit all details of the clinical case and relies on clinicians to use the coding system correctly [6].

Text mining techniques have been developed over the past 40 years [7-10]; they use tools compatible with both structured and unstructured data. Text mining aims to extract information of interest from a dataset and transform this information into an understandable structure for future use [11]. A recent study compared the accuracy of information extraction between the main text mining tools currently available for the purpose of case-detection for named clinical conditions [2]. Commonly used methods include rule-based neuro-linguistic programing (NLP) algorithms that combine basic keyword searching with rules to identify negations or context modifying instances and carry variable sensitivity, specificity, and lower negative predictive values (NPVs) and positive predictive values (PPVs) [2]. A low PPV suggests a poor performance by the algorithm to detect negations and context modifying instances so that sentences that should be excluded from the output search are ultimately included. However, it should be pointed out that PPV is affected by the overall prevalence of the condition of interest. With conditions of low prevalence, a significant proportion of false positives can be identified with anything but close to 100% specificity [2]. Ultimately, any of these algorithms should be tested using conditions of variable prevalence, to describe performance in light of disease characteristics. Recently, lack of standardization in reporting text mining algorithm performance has been described with a suggestion to particularly include data on sensitivity and PPV particularly in these studies [2].

Computer-assisted methodologies to extract information of interest from free-text EMRs have been used to report disease prevalence and for syndromic surveillance in veterinary medicine [12,13] with similar performance to algorithms utilized for processing human EMRs [13]. Although EMR-based research is more limited in veterinary medicine, a method using commercially available software (WordStat, Provalis Research) has been validated showing great potential in EMR-based research, whether veterinary or medical. The advantage of this software is a user-friendly interface that requires minimal training for the operator, and therefore, would be suitable for use by operators without a background in bioinformatics. The software provides the opportunity to adopt user-defined rules to identify negation terms and improve the specificity and PPV [13]. Despite obvious anatomical and pathophysiological differences between human and veterinary patients, EMR management systems share similar structure, goals, and modalities, and the use of text-mining procedures to search data of interest stored as free-text in veterinary EMR databases would also be applicable to human medical EMR databases.

The aim of this study was to describe in detail the text mining process using WordStat and validate its use against manual analysis performed separately by an experienced clinician by reading and interpreting the same data.

Methods

Data Used for Validation

The same dataset (validation dataset) was used for computer-assisted and manual analyses. This was created from a random selection of lifelong clinical records that were extracted using statistical software (R v3.0.2) from a random sample of equine patients from a greater dataset of 2,653,698 rows of data (cases), including 538,193 unique words used a total of 52,039,966 times, from 141,543 patients, obtained from 10 first opinion equine veterinary practices in the United Kingdom, and stored in the .csv format. Each case identifies the content pertinent to that patient on a single row of the .csv file. Each row of data had been generated at each visit but multiple rows could have been generated on that same visit, for example, one row could have been reporting clinical findings, another drug dispensed, and another some management notes. One patient would have contained from a single to several rows of data.
Validation was performed on 4 categories, including three conditions and one for drug use. Colic is a condition of middle-high prevalence in the horse population. Right dorsal colitis and renal failure were included as conditions with a low prevalence in first opinion settings. Finally, a fourth category of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) was included to validate the mining process to identify medication prescribing.

Validation Process Design
This study compared the described computer-assisted classification process with that of manual analysis, which is included as the gold standard method of interpretation and classification of free-text clinical notes. The study was completed sequentially in 3 main steps. The first step consisted in the computer-assisted classification. The second step consisted in manual classification. The third step was the comparison of the results from each classification technique. Sensitivity, specificity, PPVs, NPVs, and F values of the computer-assisted process compared with the manual process were subsequently calculated by looking at where discrepancies were present between the two classification processes.

Computer-Assisted Classification

Inclusion Dictionary
The first step of the computer-assisted classification consisted in the manual evaluation of the list of all words included in the dataset that had been created by the function “Frequencies” in WordStat and then exported into a spreadsheet. Any word that might have identified any of the above categories was included in the inclusion dictionary relevant for that category. This included terms spelled correctly, spelled incorrectly but judged to likely refer to one of these categories, or abbreviated. Following the creation of the inclusion dictionaries, cases containing words contained in the categorization dictionary were extracted via the “keyword-in-context” function.

The result of the search for each of the categorization dictionaries consisted in a spreadsheet with 5 columns: one for data row number, one for the text preceding the word or combination of words identified by the search, one for the word or combination of words itself, one for the text after the word or combination of words, and one for the patient’s anonymous identification. The spreadsheet was saved as a .csv for subsequent evaluation.

Exclusion Dictionary
The output of the search obtained from the inclusion dictionary was subsequently evaluated manually to identify word combinations identifying false positive cases. Each exclusion dictionary was created with combinations of words identifying false positive cases. Once a comprehensive exclusion dictionary had been created, cases containing combinations of words in the exclusion dictionary were identified and were exported as a .csv file.

Both search results from inclusion and exclusion characterization dictionaries were imported in R v3.0.2 so that the rows containing false positive data identified by the exclusion dictionary could be removed from the search results of the inclusion dictionary.

The dataset “Results” included all the cases from the original dataset that included words in the inclusion dictionary but that also excluded the cases containing combinations of words specified in the exclusion dictionary.

Reinclusion Dictionary
The output search of the exclusion dictionary was also evaluated manually to identify whether it included false negative cases. Combinations of words uniquely identifying these false negatives were included in the reinclusion dictionary and reincluded in the Results dataset using R v3.0.2.

The Results datasets obtained for each of the 4 categories investigated by computer-assisted classification consisted in a subset of the validation dataset including the records (with the original row-number) identifying one of the four categories sought. The text-mining process is summarized in Figure 1.

Manual Classification
The validation dataset was classified manually independently from computer-assisted classification. Manual classification was performed entirely in MS Excel where a column for each of the 4 categories investigated was added to the spreadsheet containing the original data. Each row of data was manually tagged according to one of the categories: “NSAIDs,” “colic,” “renal failure,” and “right dorsal colitis.” Where a row of data identified more than one category, multiple tags were applied accordingly. Manual classification was performed by a single, experienced equine clinician (holding a degree in veterinary medicine as well as specialist qualification in equine internal medicine), and tag allocation was based on the interpretation of each row of data in the dataset. The dataset was manually evaluated once.

Manual classification results consisted in the .csv validation dataset with an added column for each of the categories sought and a tag in the rows identifying the relevant category.

Comparison between Computer-Assisted and Manual Classifications
The search output for each of the 4 characterization dictionaries and the validation dataset, including the column with the manual classification, were imported in R v3.0.2. Computer-assisted and manual classifications were compared and any discrepancy recorded and subsequently reevaluated manually to investigate the source of the disagreement. A two-by-two contingency table was produced for each dictionary and sensitivity, specificity, PPVs, NPVs, and F-measure were calculated.

The study was performed with the approval of the Research Ethics Committee of the School of Veterinary Medicine of the College of Medical, Veterinary and Life Sciences at the University of Glasgow.
**Results**

**Data Used for Validation**

The clinical records of 335 patients, including 17,561 cases from the main dataset, were obtained representing 0.2% of all animals and 0.7% of all data. The average number of cases per animal was 52.3 (median 14; range 1-1031; 1st quartile: 5; 3rd quartile: 44.2). Free-text data included 16,882 unique words used a total of 538,193 times. The data included columns for anonymous patient ID, date of data entry, and a column for free-text clinical notes, which included a mixture of notes entered by the clinician as well as text, including information of drug prescription and sales. There was no standardized diagnostic coding or fixed vocabulary in the dataset.

**Computer-Assisted Classification**

**Inclusion Dictionary**

The inclusion dictionary for “NSAIDs” included 53 words, 57 words for “colic,” 13 words for “renal failure,” and six words for “right dorsal colitis.” Words in the NSAID inclusion dictionary were present 1562 times in 1181 cases for NSAIDs, 356 times in 291 cases for colic, 23 times in 23 cases for renal failure, and 7 times in 7 cases for right dorsal colitis.

**Exclusion Dictionary**

The exclusion dictionary for “NSAIDs” included 4 combinations of words, 131 combinations of words for “colic,” 4 combinations of words for “renal failure,” and none for “right dorsal colitis.” The combinations of words in the NSAIDs exclusion dictionary were present 125 times in 112 cases, 63 times in 57 cases for colic, twice in one case for renal failure, and none for right dorsal colitis.

**Reinclusion Dictionary**

The reinclusion dictionary for “NSAIDs” included 4 combinations of words, 5 combinations of words for “colic,” and none for “renal failure” and “right dorsal colitis.” Following data extraction of the total of 17,561 cases in the validation dataset, combinations of words in the NSAIDs reinclusion dictionary were present 79 times in 78 cases and 5 times in 5 cases for colic. No term was present for both renal failure and right dorsal colitis.

Computer-assisted classification was performed in seconds, though the process of dictionary creation was lengthy and required approximately 30 h in total for a dataset of this size. Computer-assisted classification resulted in the identification of 1147 cases for NSAIDs, 239 cases for colic, 22 cases for renal failure, and 7 cases for right dorsal colitis.

Data flow for the computer-assisted classification process is summarized in Figure 2.

---

**Figure 1.** Flowchart summary of the text mining process adopted in the study. The lower portion of the picture summarizes how the final dataset (dark gray) resulted from the subtraction of the exclusion dataset from the inclusion dataset and the final addition of reinclusion dataset obtained from the exclusion dataset.
Manual Classification
Manual classification of the validation dataset of 17,561 cases identified 1130 cases where NSAID prescribing was identified, 226 cases for colic, 22 cases for renal failure, and 7 cases for right dorsal colitis. Manual classification was completed in 80 h performed over a period of 10 days.

Comparison Between Computer-Assisted and Manual Classifications
The results of the comparison of computer-assisted and manual analysis including determination of sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and $F$ value are summarized in Table 1. Overall, there was excellent agreement between computer-assisted and manual analysis.

Computer-assisted classification correctly identified 19 cases that were erroneously classified as negative by manual classification. These were cases where NSAIDs had in fact been prescribed but were missed while reading through the dataset once. Two further cases were false negative cases incorrectly classified by the computer-assisted process but correctly identified by manual processing. These referred to a hypothetical or future use of the drug. For example, one sentence commented that “c/s + NSAID not option (as low TP and previous laminitis),” and the other wrote “NSAID in future.” Similarly, there were 13 cases classified as “colic” by the computer-assisted classification but classified not as colic by the manual process. These cases referred to instances where it was not clear whether the case was indeed a colic, where the investigation for colic have been performed but the results are not consistent with colic. For example, “neighbours reported horses colicking now seems fine HR etc normal,” the colic was unconfirmed or very short lived so it is debatable whether this really had consisted in a colic case. Another example such as “soft F+ present in rectum.no impaction palpable” suggests that there findings are unremarkable, yet if trans-rectal palpation was performed and noting the lack of an impaction was required, then the horse might indeed have exhibited signs of colic, so again, whether this case should be classified as “colic” is open to debate. The dataset included 22 cases referring to renal failure and 7 cases referring to right dorsal colitis and were all correctly identified by both methodologies.
Table 1. Sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative predictive values (PPV and NPV, respectively) of computer-assisted analysis compared with manual analysis reported (values reported as per cent values). Rows are conditions identified by the software and columns correspond to manual classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Manuala</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>PPVb</th>
<th>NPVC</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSAIDs d</td>
<td>+ 1128</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− 2</td>
<td>16410</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>99.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colic</td>
<td>+ 226</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− 0</td>
<td>17322</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF f</td>
<td>+ 22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− 0</td>
<td>17539</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDC g</td>
<td>+ 7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− 0</td>
<td>17554</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a+/− in the “manual” column identifies the number of positive and negative terms classified manually in each category (Colic, nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs [NSAIDs], renal failure [RF], and right dorsal colitis [RDC]).

bPPV: positive predictive values.

cNVP: negative predictive values.

dThe +/- in the “C-A” column identifies the number of positive and negative terms classified with the computer-assisted method for each category.

eNSAIDs: nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs.

Discussion

Principal Findings

The findings of this study show that the methodology described yields results very similar to manual analysis. This methodology is suitable for studies using large free-text EMRs that require the highest possible sensitivity, specificity, PPVs, and NVPs. The technical time required to automatically mine the information of interest from the dataset is negligible (after creation of the relevant dictionaries) in comparison with that of manual analysis. A few seconds are required with the computer-assisted process, depending on machine power, compared with approximately 80 h for the manual analysis for a dataset of 17,561 cases. The study reported here used less than 1% of all available records, and this differential in time required will obviously only get bigger as the dataset increases in size. It is important to point out that a variable amount of time is necessary initially to create adequately comprehensive dictionaries, and this is dependent on the type of dictionary that is being created. Creation of dictionaries identifying a specific diagnosis or to identify drug prescription is faster as the terminology used by clinicians is generally limited and specific. On the other hand, creation of dictionaries that identify a syndrome or a list of generic clinical signs or presenting complaints is highly dependent on the multitude of possible colloquial descriptions that might identify that condition. Creation of exclusion and inclusion dictionaries also requires a degree of manual evaluation of the search output, which would be more time consuming for larger datasets, but not in a linear manner. For example, the number of unique words in the validation dataset was proportionally 10 times greater than in the original dataset. In this study it was noticed that in most cases a relatively small number of word combinations identified the vast majority of false positive and false negative cases, which made exclusion and re-inclusion dictionary definition much faster. Furthermore, alphabetic ordering of records by keyword and in context evaluation were performed rapidly as clinicians have the tendency to adopt the same combination of words to describe similar clinical scenarios, hence, reducing grammatical variability and speeding up the analysis process. A novelty of this methodology is in the use of a re-inclusion dictionary, which promotes a further increase in the overall method specificity without compromising in sensitivity. This method is therefore suitable for studies where optimal identification of cases is required. A further advantage is the ease-of-use of the software that makes this method suitable to operators without any prior background in bioinformatics.

The relatively high number of false positive cases detected by the computer-assisted process consisted of truly positive cases that had been missed during manual analysis. The vast majority of discrepancies between computer-assisted and manual classification was for cases classified as false positives by the
computer-assisted process. On reevaluation, these were in fact found to be correctly classified and had been missed by manual evaluation. This finding highlights that a single-operator manual analysis chosen as a gold standard method for free-text analysis is not perfect. Repeating the manual process by the same operator and second operator would have helped to evaluate intra- and inter-operator variability of manual process. Combining the results of 2 operators could have improved the outcome of manual analysis. However, the process of manual analysis was very time consuming, and it was expected that one operator was sufficient for the purpose of the study to compare the computer-assisted and manual processes.

The EMRs used for the study were obtained from veterinary practice. However, despite the anatomical and physiological differences between veterinary and human patients, the terminology used to describe clinical scenarios is very similar if not identical. The slight differences in terminology would be easily addressed during the dictionary definition process, therefore, the method described here would be suitable for use in case-detection research of human patient free-text data.

**Limitations of This Process**

A limitation of the described method is the component of manual data checking to compile exclusion and re-inclusion dictionaries. This requires a considerable effort by the operator, eased by the software, but that remains somewhat proportional to the size of the dataset to be analyzed. When compared with more conventional techniques, using computer-assisted rule-based case definition this time and effort is compensated for by the overall improved performance. A further limitation of this study is the use of a single observer for the manual analysis. Comparing the manual analysis performed independently by 2 operators would have provided a mean of validation of the manual analytic process. Similarly, this study compares manual analysis with the combined computer-assisted process, and the excellent agreement between the 2 methods is acceptable to demonstrate that both methods worked equally well. Finally, since the dictionaries are created from the data, this methodology is suited mostly for retrospective evaluation of EMRs, and if new data is being analyzed, then dictionaries should be updated on the new data to ensure maximal specificity and sensitivity.

A limitation of the validation process described in this study lays in the fact that some patients included in the validation dataset had contributed with a different number of cases. Since this methodology aims at identifying the cases referring to the condition of interest and not the patient affected, ideally the dataset should have included a random selection of rows from the original dataset. However, including a random selection of cases of similar size would have likely resulted in only few or no cases containing text referring to the conditions being investigated. Alternatively, a dataset created from a random selection of cases including an equally large number of cases referring to these conditions would have been too large to be evaluated manually. The decision to include data from a selected number of patients was performed to evaluate this methodology over a wider array of lexical variation.

A further limitation of using WordStat may lie in the cost associated with purchase of the software. In early 2017, the software can be purchased by academics for 695USD (1995USD for governmental organizations and 3795USD for commercial companies), which may at first appear expensive in light of the other software available freely, but the cost may be outweighed by the high sensitivity and specificity offered with this procedure. Whether the methodology of using word frequency list, and inclusion, exclusion, and re-inclusion dictionaries could also adapt to other open source software, should be evaluated in future studies.

**Comparison With Prior Work**

Excellent specificity and sensitivity was expected as each dictionary was created using a list of words obtained from the dataset and included misspelled and abbreviated terms associated with the category. Considerable effort was required to create a comprehensive inclusion dictionary accounting for all misspellings and abbreviations but was essential to maximize sensitivity of the analytic process. The re-inclusion dictionary also further contributed to improving sensitivity where necessary. Although browsing through the word list was a time consuming but pivotal step of the analytic process, it also means that the dictionary is very dataset-specific, and if new data, especially from different clinical practices or veterinarians, is added, then the dictionary should be updated to include new terms. All parameters used to evaluate the performance of the analysis process were superior to most of the current techniques reported in a recent systematic review on case detection from EMRs [2]. The improved performance of the current method is the result of an increased work-load of the operator as the rule-based portion of the analysis to identify negations and context modifying instances is performed somewhat manually. The study by Anholt and colleagues (2014) validated the use of the same software package using rule-based case definition to identify negations and context modifying instances and reported an inferior sensitivity comparable with that of other NLP algorithms [2]. However, that study was aimed at syndromic surveillance where specificity was prioritized over sensitivity in order to minimize false positive rates. This highlights how study design dictates which of these text mining methodologies is more suitable. Future studies aimed at describing disease prevalence or risk factor analysis may have stricter requirements of test performance, and the increased effort of the current method could be justified by the increased reliability of the results produced.

**Conclusions**

In conclusion, the computer-assisted process is significantly faster once inclusion, exclusion, and re-inclusion classification dictionaries are prepared on a dataset of this size while preserving performance at least as good as manual analysis. As all words present in the dataset are used, sensitivity does not appear to be an issue for this method. In terms of optimization of specificity and sensitivity, the use of exclusion and re-inclusion dictionaries is useful in situations where there are many false positive and false negative cases. This is achieved simply by evaluating the output search of the inclusion dictionary to identify any significant proportion of erroneous classifications. False positive and negative cases appeared proportionally more common when trying to identify general syndromes, such as...
colic, but less common when focusing on specific diagnosis or when looking at drug administration. Future area of research should aim at improving the dictionary definition process to make the process more versatile and adaptable to new data. As technologies improve, this method will probably become obsolete as sensitivities, specificities, PPVs, and NPVs of fully computer-assisted processes, whether rule-based or probabilistic, are likely to improve in the future. These processes should ultimately reduce the operator’s effort for dictionary creation and be adaptable to new data.
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Abstract

Background: Potentially Inappropriate Prescriptions (PIPs) are a common cause of morbidity, particularly in the elderly.

Objective: We sought to understand how the Screening Tool of Older People’s Prescriptions (STOPP) prescribing criteria, implemented in a routinely used primary care Electronic Medical Record (EMR), could impact PIP rates in community (non-academic) primary care practices.

Methods: We conducted a mixed-method, pragmatic, cluster, randomized control trial in research naïve primary care practices. Phase 1: In the randomized controlled trial, 40 fully automated STOPP rules were implemented as EMR alerts during a 16-week intervention period. The control group did not receive the 40 STOPP rules (but received other alerts). Participants were recruited through the OSCAR EMR user group mailing list and in person at user group meetings. Results were assessed by querying EMR data PIPs. EMR data quality probes were included. Phase 2: physicians were invited to participate in 1-hour semi-structured interviews to discuss the results.

Results: In the EMR, 40 STOPP rules were successfully implemented. Phase 1: A total of 28 physicians from 8 practices were recruited (16 in intervention and 12 in control groups). The calculated PIP rate was 2.6% (138/5308) (control) and 4.11% (768/18,668) (intervention) at baseline. No change in PIPs was observed through the intervention (P=.80). Data quality probes generally showed low use of problem list and medication list. Phase 2: A total of 5 physicians participated. All the participants felt that they were aware of the alerts but commented on workflow and presentation challenges.

Conclusions: The calculated PIP rate was markedly less than the expected rate found in literature (2.6% and 4.0% vs 20% in literature). Data quality probes highlighted issues related to completeness of data in areas of the EMR used for PIP reporting and by the decision support such as problem and medication lists. Users also highlighted areas for better integration of STOPP guidelines with prescribing workflows. Many of the STOPP criteria can be implemented in EMRs using simple logic. However, data quality in EMRs continues to be a challenge and was a limiting step in the effectiveness of the decision support in this study. This is important as decision makers continue to fund implementation and adoption of EMRs with the expectation of the use of advanced tools (such as decision support) without ongoing review of data quality and improvement.

Trial Registration: Clinicaltrials.gov NCT02130895; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02130895 (Archived by WebCite at http://www.webcitation.org/6qyFigSYT)

(JMIR Med Inform 2017;5(2):e15) doi:10.2196/medinform.6226
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Introduction

Potentially Inappropriate Prescriptions

Adverse Drug Events (ADEs), injuries, and deaths resulting from the administration of a medication [1-3], are a leading cause of iatrogenic morbidity and mortality. Canadian adverse event rates are estimated at 185,000 annually, with 70,000 being potentially preventable [4,5]. The ADE rates are similar in the United States, with the Institute of Medicine estimating that 100,000 preventable deaths occur per year in the United States [6,7]. Medication errors have a greater impact on vulnerable populations such as the elderly, who have significant illness burdens and are often taking a number of medications [8]. It has been reported that 27% of the elderly are on 5 or more medications [8]. The cost of ADEs in seniors is high: over Can $35 million annually in Canada [9]. Avoiding inappropriate prescriptions is one important approach to avoiding predictable ADEs among older people [10]. Effective prevention should involve primary care.

Criteria for the Screening Tool of Older People’s Prescriptions

Several groups have attempted to reduce inappropriate prescriptions for the elderly, creating a number of guidelines and criteria to help prescribers use a rational approach to drug prescriptions for the elderly [11]. The Beers criteria [12-16] were developed to support clinicians, and more recently, the STOPP criteria (screening tool of older people’s prescriptions) have been developed [17,18]. The STOPP criteria [17-19] consist of 65 recommendations (114 in version 2 [19]) that support evidence-based, individualized prescribing practices among patients 65 and over. The criteria take into account a range of salient patient features to predict potentially inappropriate prescriptions. A systematic review showed that STOPP version 1 was more sensitive than Beers in identifying inappropriate prescribing [11]. The majority of STOPP literature is focused on long-term care and hospital settings [12,14-16,20]. Less work has been done with STOPP in primary care [21,22], even though preventable ADEs are common and serious in this setting [4,23]. In response, this study set out to measure the impact of using the STOPP criteria in primary care, where the majority of prescriptions occur.

Promise of Decision Support

Clinical Decision Support (CDS) aids clinicians and patients in making appropriate decisions in care. In primary care, CDS is often embedded into Electronic Medical Records (EMRs). There is promise for CDS in improving quality of care in general and prescribing in particular, with 66% of studies on prescribing systems showing positive outcomes [24]. Although there is promise in these tools, the benefits of using these tools are not consistently realized [25,26]. Studies, such as the MOXXI study, have shown variable responses to CDS for prescribing [27]. In some cases, the user experience of CDS tools is poor enough that alerts are overridden [1,3], the use of CDS and electronic tools have facilitated errors [4], or the CDS tools have had unintended consequences [28,29]. There is a pressing need to improve decision support tools for providers in order to better realize the expected benefits and reduce serious, unintended consequences.

Achieving impact with CDS tools is not without challenges. There are many “grand challenges” for CDS [30] such as development of content, making content available through Web-based systems, and user experience. The American Medical Informatics Association’s position paper on CDS design recommends CDS tools that better summarize and prioritize recommendations to reduce the cognitive burden on clinicians and maintain efficiency [31]. SAFER guidelines have been developed to “empower organizations to work with internal or external stakeholders on optimizing [EMR] functionality” [32]. Data quality is often discussed in terms of data use in research [33]; however, data quality is also foundational to CDS [34].

Research Objective

Through this mixed-method study, we sought to answer the following overarching question:

How can an existing clinical decision support tool implement a complex set of evidence-based rules into primary care clinical practice and how does this impact prescribing?

We considered this question in the context of a primary care EMR with CDS. The EMR was able to be populated by a Web-based decision support application to provide rules. We sought to understand the answers to the question through a combination of EMR data quality probes and participant interviews.

Methods

This was a mixed-method study divided into two phases: (1) A randomized control trial and (2) A qualitative reflection by participants on the results.

Phase 1: Pragmatic Randomized Control Trial

Phase 1 was a prospective, intention-to-treat, un-blinded, cluster randomized trial. The primary outcome measure was the change in rate of STOPP-defined PIPs as documented in the OSCAR EMR in the intervention group as compared with the control group.

Participants

Inclusion Criteria

The participants were primary care physicians in British Columbia providing office-based care to patients 65 and over, using the open source OSCAR EMR developed by McMaster University and the OSCAR community (version 12.x) for at least 12 months (this was to provide enough time for medications to be consistently documented in the EMR), and who were part of or willing to be part of the University of British Columbia’s Department of Family Practice Research Network.

http://medinform.jmir.org/2017/2/e15/
Exclusion Criteria
Providers who do not provide longitudinal care (eg, walk in clinics) or only hospital care, who do not use OSCAR for writing prescriptions, or who provide care to a younger population (eg, a maternity clinic) were excluded from the study.

Sample Size
Sample size was calculated assuming a PIP rate of 20% [10,27,35] and an expected relative reduction of 20% in PIPs (absolute reduction of 4%). Using a power of 0.8 and alpha=0.05 and estimating that two practices may be lost to follow up, we predicted the need for 12 practices in each arm and 900 encounters per arm with patients 65 years and over.

Recruitment and Randomization
Providers were recruited through the OSCAR Canada User Society’s mailing list and the 2014 OSCAR EMR national user meeting (over 100 people were made aware of the study). Potential participants were screened by the primary investigator on the phone or in person to ensure they met the criteria.

Clinics were randomly assigned (equal distribution by clinic) to the intervention or control groups using a random number generator that generated the list prior to the recruitment and allocation of participants. Randomization was stratified into small (<4 physicians) and large clinics (≥4 physicians).

All physicians (in the control and intervention groups) received the same orientation to the purpose of the study, the nature of the STOPP criteria, and what was being measured. The intervention group also received assistance in activating the STOPP criteria, and what was being measured. The EMR showed patient specific guideline recommendation titles in a text window in the side bar of the patient’s chart. These titles could be clicked on for more information (Figure 1).

Implementation at the user level was required in the intervention group and facilitated by one of the authors (ID). Participants were instructed and walked through how to turn on the STOPP rules by trusting the STOPP content in the Clinical Decision Support (CDS) module. This downloaded and activated the STOPP rules for that user for the duration of the trial.

A subset of 40 STOPP rules (that were found in both STOPP v1 and v2) was developed for the EMR CDS rules engine. The rules and the network queries (which measured the outcomes as PIP rates) were generated from the same logic files to ensure consistency between the EMR CDS rules and the network measurements.

The 40 STOPP rules were successfully modeled and implemented for this study. It was not possible to create all STOPP rules due to features in the EMR or network query engine. STOPP rules that were not included contained concepts such as duration of combined prescriptions or dose thresholds that could not be modeled in one of the two components (eg, the EMR guideline logic or the network query). Shortly before the study was to start, version 2 of the STOPP rules were published. Rules from version 1 that were removed in version 2 were removed from our study.

Primary Outcome Measure
The primary outcome measure was the difference in change in measured PIP rates between the intervention and control groups before the intervention as compared with the difference after the intervention period.

Data Quality Probes
To provide context and estimate the validity of answers, a set of 13 data quality probes (DQ probes) were created. These assessed the data quality of demographics, medications, and the problem list—the three areas that were in the control of the clinic and related to the STOPP criteria. All DQ probes considered only those patients that had had an encounter at the clinic in the last two years. The DQ probes list is shown in Table 2.

Data Collection
Phase 1: Collection of Physician Information
All the participants completed a survey describing their practice at the start of the study.

Measurement of Potentially Inappropriate Prescriptions
Measurement of PIPs and DQ probes was completed using the UBC Department of Family Practice research network, which was developed with the Physicians Data Collaborative of British Columbia. The network is based on hQuery, an open source tool that is freely available on GitHub. The research network is designed to distribute querying of EMR health data without collection and storage of patient level data. Only aggregate data (ie, summary answers to queries) are collected in the central Hub [36]. Patient privacy was maintained through the network as only practice level aggregate answers were returned through the network.

Baseline Rates of Potentially Inappropriate Prescriptions
Queries were run at the start of the study for each clinic to provide baseline data of the 16 weeks preceding the study.

Intervention Rates of Potentially Inappropriate Prescriptions
Queries were repeated after the 16-week intervention period to assess PIP rates for the intervention period.

Data Analysis
PIPs for each of the STOPP rules and DQ probes were measured for each clinic. Statistical regression models (which account for the clustered nature of the data) were fit to assess the primary outcome (geeglm in R package geepack) [37].
All clinics received an individualized summary of the findings from the study including PIP rates, most common PIPs in their practice, and highlights of data quality in their EMRs.

**Phase 2: Explaining Findings and Understanding Experiences**

Phase 2 consisted of one-hour semistructured interviews with physicians in the intervention group. These reflection sessions encouraged physicians to explain the findings. The findings for the study were shared, including physicians’ own clinic specific summaries, and they were asked to reflect on the results and describe their experiences. Participants were invited to provide information on how to improve the tools in the EMR.

This study was registered at clinicaltrials.gov (NCT02130895) and received clinical ethics approval from the University of British Columbia (H14-00797).

**Results**

**Participation**

The study was completed from February-October, 2015. A total of 8 clinics were engaged in the study (9 were approached, but one declined because of technical reasons with their EMR) and randomization occurred at the clinic level. Twenty-eight physicians across the eight practices consented in person. None were lost to follow up (Figure 2). One participant reported a technical problem with the EMR that was thought to be related to the intervention and later discovered to be unrelated.

![Wireframe of the CDS alerts in the EMR. (A) on the right is the panel that lists patient specific alerts. From that panel, users can click a title and get (B), the detail of the alert that pops up when clicked.](http://medinform.jmir.org/2017/2/e15/figure1.png)
Phase 1 Results
The control group saw 1086 patients who could have triggered a PIP during the baseline period and 1204 during the treatment period. In the control group, there were 138 PIPs (out of a possible 5308 that could have been triggered) during baseline and 157 PIPs (out of a possible 5792) during treatment.

The intervention group saw 3556 patients who could have triggered a PIP during the baseline period and 3621 during the treatment period. In the intervention group, there were 742 PIPs during baseline (out of a possible 18,331) and 768 PIPs during treatment (out of a possible 18,668). There was an initial difference between the two groups (2.6% and 4.0% of prescriptions were flagged as PIPs in the control and intervention groups, respectively).

Both groups saw similar numbers of patients during the study (44,290 in the control group and 37,615 in the intervention group); however, the intervention group had a greater proportion of patients who were 65 years and older (control 5% vs intervention 19%).

The regression analysis of PIPs showed no significant difference in change of recorded PIPs in the control group versus the intervention group ($P=.80$).
Table 2. Data quality probes assessing demographics, medications, and problem list usage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data quality probe description</th>
<th>Intervention, %</th>
<th>Control, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What percentage of patients, flagged as active, had at least one encounter in the past 24 months?</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>28.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the percentage of patients, calculated as active, with no documented gender?</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What percentage of patients, calculated as active, has an invalid date of birth?</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What percentage of patients, calculated as active, has no documented date of birth?</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What percentage of current medications is coded?</td>
<td>82.3</td>
<td>79.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What percentage of patients, calculated as active, has no current medications?</td>
<td>69.9</td>
<td>84.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What percentage of problems on the problem list, documented in the past 12 months, has a diagnostic code?</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What percentage of patients, aged 12 years and over and calculated as active, has at least one documented problem on the problem list (documented in the past 12 months)?</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What percentage of patients, calculated as active and aged 12 years and over, has Diabetes on the problem list?</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of patients currently on Tiotropium medication, what percentage has “COPD” on the problem list?</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>72.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of patients currently on Levothyroxine medication, what percentage has “Hypothyroidism” on the problem list?</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>24.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of patients currently on anti-gout medication, what percentage has “Gout” on the problem list?</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

Data Quality Probes

EMR data quality was estimated using a set of DQ probes that were executed in the same way as PIP rates were evaluated. The DQ probes were used to assess completeness, correctness, and concordance.

Both groups had a large number of active patients (an average of 68.2%) that were documented as active according to the EMR but that had not had an appointment in at least two years. (Note: STOPP queries were designed only to look at patients who had had an encounter during either the baseline or intervention period). We found that 79-82% of prescriptions were coded, with the remainder being free text; however, there were a high number of patients who were not on any active medications in both groups. All documented problems on the problem list were coded (this was a requirement for the working of the EMR); however, only a small number of patients (12.3% in the intervention group and 3.5% in the control group) had at least one problem on the problem list. In the control group, interestingly, nearly all the patients were also diabetic. The three DQ probes that relate diagnosis to medication use (COPD, hypothyroidism, and gout) all showed that the coded problem list was under-utilized.

The software engineers on this project confirmed the results of the study’s queries by using an alternate query method to ensure that the query logic was running correctly. These queries confirmed the above findings.

Phase 2 Findings

Total of 5 physicians across 3 of the 4 intervention group clinics participated in phase 2. Two of the participants had discussed the study and the phase 2 interview with their colleagues in preparation for the meeting and shared their collective thoughts. Three themes emerged from the interviews.

Alert Awareness

All phase 2 participants felt that they were aware of the STOPP alerts (participants were not blinded to being in the intervention group). However, although they all felt that they had seen “some” CDS alerts, they felt they might not have consistently seen them.

Workflow and Display

The location on screen and the workflow were thought to be barriers. The STOPP criteria, as they had more complex rules, were implemented differently and displayed in a separate location to simple drug alerts. This often meant that the user would need to tab between screens and refresh screens. Participants preferred a single location for all medication related alerts, regardless of the logic behind those alerts.

Study Disruptiveness

Finally, the participants reflected on the disruption caused by the study to their practice. All of them agreed that the disruption caused by this kind of study was minimal and that they would all participate in future studies.

Discussion

We sought to obtain an answer to the following question:

*How can an existing clinical decision support tool implement a complex set of evidence-based rules into primary care clinical practice and how does this impact prescribing?*

A total of 40 STOPP criteria were implemented in the primary care EMR. There were some limitations in the CDS module logic that prevented some rules from being implemented, such as being able to calculate the duration for which a patient had been on a medication over multiple prescriptions. However, the randomized trial component of this study was unable to show a significant change in PIPs rates that could be attributed to the
STOPP guidelines as implemented. There are at least two reasons for this.

First, the rate of measured PIPs was lower than expected when compared with PIP rates found in the literature [10,27,35]. With measured PIP rates of 2.6% and 4.0%, it was not possible to see the decrease in PIPs expected from other studies. The DQ probes begin to shed light on why the measured PIP rate is lower than expected. The areas of the EMR that were used by the STOPP rules (eg, the coded problems on the problem list and coded prescriptions that were up to date) were utilized with less frequency than expected and, thus, the CDS rules were not fired as often. For example, we see that 92% of patients had no diagnosis input into their coded problem list, which is a rate of use that is lower than anticipated. Gaps in EMR data quality are as important today as they were twenty years ago [38]. While electronic medical record data are increasingly available and easy to access, the data quality is increasingly the challenge [39]. This is a key point highlighted by this study that should be considered by implementers and decision makers. Even though this study was completed with people using an established EMR that has been widely adopted in Canada and had been adopted in the participating clinics for some time, the data was not fit for use in the CDS.

Data quality is often talked about in terms of data warehouses [33], connecting multiple systems [40], and big data [41]. This study also highlights that data quality is a limiter when applying computational interventions that are designed to support improvements in care for individual patients. Missing, uncoded, or variably documented (eg, in another location within the EMR) data may well have been the limiter in this study.

Second, the participants in phase 2 discussed some challenges with the CDS. For example, the workflow of the STOPP alerts was less than ideal: for technical reasons, the STOPP rules were presented in the main chart and not in the prescription module. The guideline tool did not have a clear way to support users in prioritizing suggestions and alerts as recommended [42]. The alerts were positioned near the bottom of the screen and the users felt that, while they were aware of them, they were small, in a list with other reminders, and could potentially be missed.

Despite the negative result, there are still several valuable lessons that can be learned from this pragmatic trial.

Lessons Learned

Translating Rules for the Screening Tool of Older People’s Prescriptions into Electronic Medical Record Algorithms

In general, the STOPP rules were well specified and computable definitions that could be created for most rules. However, in many cases, definitions had to be refined based on the logic features and data accessible in the EMR. The STOPP rules were not defined using specific medical terminologies (eg, International Classification of Disease (ICD) codes) and these had to be developed for this study. This gap is not unique to STOPP rules; indeed, others have had similar challenges in translating clinical guidelines into computer interpretable rules or alerts [43]. However, we recommend that future versions of STOPP and other recommendations consider using terminologies in their definitions to aid in consistent translation into computable forms. Finally, the CDS engine was not able to access all EMR data elements described in the STOPP criteria and several rules were excluded.

Data Quality

This was a pragmatic trial. We wanted to see the impact of implementation of CDS in nonacademic practices that had not gone through extensive data quality improvement training. This would better predict impact of CDS tools in real world settings. We discovered that 77% of patients were not on medications that could be queried. Approximately 20% of prescriptions were documented in the prescription writer without codes that could be queried, indicating custom medications (ie, free text) that would further limit the ability of the CDS. Over 92% of patients had no coded problems on the problem list (these were queries of the practice, not just the study population). As these were two data sources for many of the queries, data quality was one of the limiting factors to the triggering of the CDS guidelines. This would likely impact other similar uses of CDS without remediation. The EMR allowed for free text in several places (eg, within encounter notes) and so it would be possible for many more items to be recorded in the EMR than could be queried in a coded manner, if the respective EMR components were not used as intended.

Participants in phase 2 were generally unaware of these data quality issues. Previous work has highlighted that physicians often think of the EMR as an “electronic paper record” [44] and do not consider the downstream impacts of not using or inappropriately using components of the EMR. There is an ongoing need for more general education around the use of EMR and EMR data for primary care physicians.

EMR Workflow Limitations

In this study, the EMR could not integrate complex CDS rules into the prescribing module. Thus, STOPP alerts appeared in the main screen of the patient chart. Future implementations should allow for better integration into key workflows, such as prescribing. Furthermore, while the guideline engine did allow for summary and additional information to be displayed on user request, it did not allow for easy actions to be performed (eg, discontinuing a medication that triggered the STOPP guideline). There was an EMR workflow that users could use that would skip the screen where the CDS STOPP rules were displayed; however, participants in phase 2 stated that this was not a typical workflow. This issue has been addressed in an upcoming version of the EMR.

Study Implementation

One of the guiding principles when developing this study was to implement and run the study with as little disruptive impact on practicing physicians as possible. Feedback from the participants was positive in terms of ease of study participation. However, an important matter to explore in future work is the minimum amount of training needed to achieve sufficient improvements in data quality to achieve benefits from the application of complex rules like STOPP. This has implications not just for future studies but also for the implementation of
future CDS as part of EMR requirements and quality improvement initiatives.

**EMRs Permit Variable Workflows**

Although we confirmed subjectively through phase 2 interviews that practitioners saw the guidelines and had the opportunity to act, we did not have a mechanism to proactively measure individual workflows in the EMR. It is possible (e.g., through quick links for direct medication renewals) to avoid the triggering of the EMR guideline module where the STOPP rules reside. We were not able to measure how often this quick link or other paths might have been used. This information would be helpful in understanding how to redesign the EMR and other clinical information systems in the future.

**Embedding Knowledge Translation**

This study was designed with two knowledge translation (KT) partners: the EMR and the research network. The STOPP alerts and network queries were developed with these two groups and the materials were provided to each group freely at the end of the study. This proved to be an effective way of engaging with participants and partners and ensuring that the knowledge and artifacts from the study have future application. It was an excellent model to engage both the partners and the end-users in the study as the providers understood that their participation would allow for greater and ongoing impacts in the community.

**Study Limitations**

The study had several limitations, which were as follows. (1) Participants were not blinded to which arm of the study they were in. (2) Physicians and clinics volunteered to participate in the network and the study. (3) Because of the timing of the study, the newest version of the particular EMR was not yet installed for the study clinics. This resulted in using an outdated user interface model. The newer EMR has addressed several workflow issues related to CDS and prescribing. (4) Only 40 STOPP study criteria were implemented. (5) Data quality probes were of a more general nature and not specific to the age range of this study’s patient population.

**Future Direction**

Data quality is a key issue for the use of CDS tools, especially outside of large academic centers where there may be additional resources to improve data quality. The authors have begun to consider data quality by design as an engineering framework that can be applied in the real world [45]. Given the highlights related to workflow and CDS from this study, current work is exploring new user interface designs that support different paradigms for CDS [46] in prescribing. These design ideas are being shared with EMR vendors. As newer versions of the EMR and other study components are engineered and adopted, repeating the study will allow for some level of comparison to assess the changes in design.

**Conclusions**

This pragmatic study intentionally implemented a subset of STOPP prescribing guidelines into nonacademic primary care offices with minimal training and disruption. One of the limitations discovered was the data quality in the EMR databases. The rates of measured potentially inappropriate prescriptions was limited and, thus, the rate at which the decision support would be triggered was limited by insufficient use of the EMR components that were connected to the decision support system. Further, this study provides more evidence to support the need to carefully design the workflows of the EMR tools that will support quality. As decision makers create policy to implement tools in EMRs such as decision support, careful attention will be required to ensure that practices and their data are ready to adopt these tools.
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Abstract

Background: Each patient’s medical record consists of data specific to that patient and is therefore an appropriate source to adapt educational information content.

Objectives: This study aimed to design and implement an information provision system based on the medical records of diabetic patients and to investigate the attitudes of users toward using this product.

Methods: The study was organized into three phases: need analysis, design and implementation, and final evaluation. The aim of the need analysis phase was to investigate the questioning behavior of the patient in the real-world context. The design and implementation phase consisted of four stages: determining the minimum dataset for diabetes medical records, collecting and validating content, designing and implementing a diabetes electronic medical record system, and data entry. Evaluating the final system was done based on the constructs of the technology acceptance model in the two dimensions of perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. A semistructured interview was used for this purpose.

Results: Three main categories were extracted for the patient’s perceived usefulness of the system: raising the self-awareness and knowledge of patients, improving their self-care, and improving doctor-patient interaction. Both patients and physicians perceived the personalized sense of information as a unique feature of the application and believed that this feature could have a positive effect on the patient’s motivation for learning and using information in practice. Specialists believed that providing personal feedback on the patient’s lab test results along with general explanations encourages the patients to read the content more precisely. Moreover, accessing medical records and helpful notes was a new and useful experience for the patients.

Conclusions: One of the key perceived benefits of providing tailored information in the context of medical records was raising patient awareness and knowledge. The results obtained from field observations and interviews have shown that patients were ready to accept the system and had a positive attitude when it was put into practice. The findings related to user attitude can be used as a guideline to design the next phase of the research (ie, investigation of system effectiveness on patient outcomes).

(JMIR Med Inform 2017;5(2):e10) doi:10.2196/medinform.6862
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Introduction

Diabetes is a chronic metabolic disease that is highly prevalent in Iran as well as the entire world. Type-2 diabetes is among the most common chronic illnesses in Iran, with a prevalence rate greater than 14% for the population aged 30 years and older [1]. There is no cure for this disease and it requires continuous lifelong care. Results from previous research have shown that raising the knowledge of diabetic patients and their awareness empowers them to better manage their disease [2,3].

Medical records are rich sources for the medical background of patients, and thus can be used as a basis for making medical decisions. In recent years, with the advent of electronic medical records (EMR), the issue of a patient accessing one’s medical record has gained more attention than ever before. According to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), patients must be able to see a copy of their records [4]. The Institute of Medicine also advocates for unrestricted patient access to medical records. Existing literature suggests that providing patients access to their medical records can improve their knowledge, facilitate a more collaborative relationship between the provider and patient, patient adherence, greater patient involvement in self-care, and more satisfaction [5,6]. The key point is that the realization of the above-mentioned advantages concerning patient-accessible medical records is possible only when the record content is comprehensible to the patient. A relevant review article [5] has shown that patients commonly had difficulty understanding at least part of their records. Providing explanations about the record not only helps to improve the self-awareness of one’s disease status, but also enjoys an educational aspect to help promote patient knowledge and skills, especially if the information provided is structured and relevant to each patient’s medical conditions and needs. According to the elaboration likelihood model, when people perceive relevant information about their conditions, they become further motivated to read it and remember more details [7].

Information tailoring systems use an internal representation of user conditions and needs, which is referred to as a “user model” or “user profile.” A user model represents the system’s beliefs about the user. Hence, it may simply contain demographic information or sophisticated factors such as the state of the disease, user’s attitude, interest, preference, and knowledge [8]. Decisions on the number and types of factors involved in the user model depend on the desired dosage of tailoring and the purpose of the system.

Tailoring research began appearing in the literature in the 1990s, and with advances in computer technology, has increased dramatically in recent years [9]. On the basis of the researchers’ primary discipline and expertise, we have found two main approaches in this field. The approach led by the computer science community is focused on advanced and intelligent technological methods, but deals less with real-world issues such as implementation context, target user characteristics, and outcome evaluation. Such projects as LEAF (Layman Education and Activation Form) [10], HealthDoc [11], and Migraine [12] are examples of tailored document generation systems within this category.

The second approach relies greatly on evaluating the efficiency of tailored materials compared with generic ones, but generally uses simpler technological methods to generate automatically the tailored print-based materials. A common drawback of research done with this approach is insufficient reporting of tailoring system architecture, which is referred to as the “black box” [9]. We have attempted to fill the existing gap between these two approaches by describing the design and implementation of the system in more detail.

We used the medical record data of patients as the tailoring profile, in which the relevant information retrieved from the library of content is provided to the patient. The system was designed as stand-alone software that can be used in almost any health care environment regardless of the availability of the patient’s electronic record. In the presence of an electronic record, our system can be used as an add-on module to the existing EMR, automatically retrieving the patient’s data from the EMR. However, there might be a need for simple middleware to convert and adapt the recorded items in EMR to those defined in the user’s profile. Embedding the system in the existing EMR system can facilitate its acceptance and practicality.

Research has shown that the target audience’s acceptance of the system is a key factor in the success of an information system within a clinical setting. There are two groups of target users whose benefits should be taken into account: final users, who work directly with the system, and clinicians, who confirm and validate the system and support its usage in practice. User experience is a field of study that analyzes the user’s emotions, behaviors, and attitudes toward using a product, system, or service [13].

In recent years, different models and frameworks have been introduced to evaluate information systems [14,15]. Technology acceptance model (TAM) is considered the most influential and commonly employed theory for describing an individual’s acceptance of information systems. It has been adapted from the theory of reasoned action, which is based on the assumption that one’s intention to act out a certain behavior, such as using the system or reading the provided information, is predictable from one’s attitude toward that behavior [16]. TAM is the basis for evaluating our system.

Our aim was to design and implement a tailored information provision system based on diabetic patient medical records and to investigate user attitudes toward this product. The research plan was conducted in three phases: need analysis, design and implementation, and final evaluation of the system. First, we have described the methodology used in each phase of the study. Then we have reported the findings of each phase, and finally, we discussed the results and experiences gained along with the causes and factors involved.

Methods

In this section, the methodology used in each phase is explained respectively.
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Phase I: Need Analysis

We used field observations of patients in order to identify and prioritize the information needs of the target population. Observation was done in two distinct settings: physicians’ visiting sessions for 22 hours, and diabetes educational classes for 10 hours. In the first setting, the researcher took a nonparticipant observer’s role in doctor-patient visits and only took field notes. In the second setting, the researcher adopted a patient’s role and participated in classes like other ordinary participants. She took notes of the patients’ questions and investigated intragroup behavior. We followed a two-step approach to analyze the noted data. We first assigned each question a label to indicate the main topic or concern, and then classified questions based on their labels. In the second step, we performed content analysis for each question to identify the underlying concerns. The findings have been reported in the results section.

Phase II: Design and Implementation

The designing procedures of the tailored self-describing diabetes medical records were conducted in four stages as described in detail in this section.

Stage I: Determining the Minimum Dataset for Diabetes Medical Records

In order to identify a set of items usually recorded in the visits of diabetic patients, the sample paper-based records from five diabetes clinics in Mashhad city were gathered and analyzed. After eliminating duplicated items, a checklist was designed with five main categories: demographic information, symptoms, medical history, medication, and lab tests and measurements, with a number of subcategories for each. The checklist was provided to three subspecialists in endocrinology to determine the necessity of including each item. They could also add new items into the “others” section if needed. Items selected by the majority of specialists in the first round of Delphi, along with the newly added items, comprised a checklist for the second round of Delphi. Finally, 110 items were confirmed by the expert panel, including 10 items in the demographic category, 25 items in the symptoms category, 15 items in the medical history category, 45 items in the medication category, and 15 items in the lab test category, all of which included the minimum dataset for diabetes medical records.

Stage II: Content Collection and Validation

We initially needed a structure for collecting and presenting content that corresponded to items in each category. These structures were obtained based on the results of the need analysis phase. As an example, the structure of information for the items in the symptoms category includes four sections: symptom’s definition, diagnostic symptoms, causes of occurrence, and advice on prevention and treatment. The information content was collected from credible online and printed sources. Once the comprehensibility and simplification rules—such as lexical simplification, sentence shortening, bullet-points, and so on—were applied to the corpus of the text, we had to validate its quality and correctness. To do this, we provided a printed version of explanations based on the patient’s record with a quality assessment checklist to a small representative sample of clinicians and patients. Participants could also comment in free texts. Once the clinicians confirmed the information, it was stored in the system’s database.

Stage III: Design and Implementation of Diabetes EMR

The system works in two modes: doctor and patient. We used Microsoft Visual Studio and Microsoft Access database for development.

During each visit, the doctor-user should facilitate the data entry process by entering the patient’s data into the system by choosing from among the existing options in the program interface. The doctor can also observe the information about the patient’s previous visits by selecting the visit date from the presented list on the screen.

The patient-user can also log in to the system with his or her username and see the record content in two ways (screenshots are available in Multimedia Appendix 1): session-based and topic-based.

Session-based content shows a complete list of all visits based on the visit date. A click on each date reveals all data values recorded on that particular session in three distinct columns titled symptoms and diseases, medication, and lab tests. Each record item is in the form of hypertext; it is clickable and capable of providing explanations. Topic-based content provides a visual abstract overview of the chronological progress for the selected data elements in a patient’s record.

In our proposed EMR system there is a possibility of providing explanations for each item in the patient’s record. Clicking on a term opens up a window with explanations. The content of the explanation can be divided into two sections based on the degree of tailoring.

The first section is less tailored, which includes relevant general knowledge about the selected item, and is presented uniformly to all patients. Technically speaking, canned text is used to produce the content of this section, which is stored in advance in the system’s library of content. In case all conditions are met, this text is retrieved.

The second section is highly tailored, which interprets the patient’s medical condition based on the content of his or her record. To generate the text in this section, the shallow natural language generation approach is used with schema or fill-in-the-blanks strategy.

For example, once the patient clicks on “Insulin Regular,” at first a general explanation is provided about this type of insulin and its mechanism of action in the body. Then the second part is focused on a tailored explanation about how “Insulin Regular” should be administered by that specific patient in terms of dosage, timing, and so on (Figure 1: this page originally contained Persian text, shown here is a translation). This type of information provision is based on the assumption that integrating personal information from the patient’s medical record with general medical knowledge facilitates a better learning and higher self-awareness of the patient’s health status.
Stage IV: Data Injection Into the System

As there were no EMR in the clinic where we conducted the study, we had to manually enter data from patients’ paper-based records. To do this we used the clinic appointment-scheduling list to identify patients who would visit in the upcoming days. We then retrieved their medical records from the archive and manually entered the data into the system. On the basis of each patient’s record, a personalized document was produced by the system comprising the relevant information based on that patient’s medical status. The document was then printed and delivered to the patient in the form of a booklet in his or her upcoming visit session.

Phase III: Evaluation

This phase deals with investigating the users’ attitude and perceived value of using the system in practice. The study was conducted in one of the leading health centers providing diabetes prevention, treatment, and management services in Mashhad city. The center was undergoing a switching transition from the traditional paper-based workflow to a digital format at the time of this study.

The evaluation was conducted with two groups of users: doctors and patients. We aimed to identify the key factors involved in the acceptance of the system by users. The methodology used was a semistructured interview based on the constructs of TAM. This model claims that one’s acceptance of an information system and intention to use it depends on the two constructs: perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use [17].

Perceived usefulness means one’s belief that using the system improves his or her performance. To assess this construct, interview questions were specified in advance in the interview guide based on Davis’s standard questionnaire that measures the scales defined in TAM [18] (a detailed description is provided in Multimedia Appendix 2). Interviewees were free to state their opinions about multiple aspects. During each interview session, the interviewer could ask more detailed and precise questions based on the respondent’s feedback. Sample questions are: “In your opinion, what advantages are involved in using this system?” “How does the system facilitate your needs?” or “In what ways can the use of this system be useful and helpful?”

Perceived ease of use refers to one’s expectation of the system’s simplicity in interactions, and identifying the influential factors. To assess this construct, we planned a two-stage approach: first, we introduced the system to the patient at the beginning of the interview session and showed how it worked in practice; then, we asked the patient to perform the task of entering his or her last visit data to experience how it feels to interact with the system. While working on the different parts of the system, the patient thinks aloud about his or her comments on the program’s facilities and interface design.

At the end of the session, we asked participants some open-ended questions in order to assess the user’s overall perception of the ease of using the program. The questions were derived from the standardized SUS (System Useability Scale) [19] and PUEU (Perceived Usefulness and Ease of Use) [18] and are available in Multimedia Appendix 2. The results of the data analysis are included in the following section.

Results

In this section, the findings of the data analysis are reported for each phase of the study.

Phase I: Need Analysis

Overall, 46 items were noted by the researcher. Once redundancies were removed, they were classified into nine categories: symptoms, oral drugs, insulin, lab tests, blood glucose test, diet, physical activity, psychological problems, and exposure to new circumstances (Multimedia Appendix 3). According to the purpose of this study, which was to provide explanations through patient records, only four of these thematic categories were found to be associated with the patient’s record: symptoms, oral drugs, insulin, and lab tests (Table 1).

Findings from this phase were then used to determine the structure of information in the design phase. The results from this phase revealed the structure of information to be provided for the patient based on their needs.
Table 1. Categorization of patients’ questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic-based category</th>
<th>Concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symptoms</td>
<td>Cause of the symptom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diagnostic symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recommendations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drugs</td>
<td>Side effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dosage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Administration and use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab tests</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patient’s status</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phase II: System Design and Implementation

In this research, content quality was controlled not only by health providers but also by patients.

Evaluating Content Quality by Clinicians

Before the system is available to patients, the quality of the content should be ensured. To do this, we asked three experts in the diabetes domain with over 10 years of experience (one endocrinology subspecialist, one general practitioner (GP) who had passed a diabetes course, and one nurse who was a diabetes educator) to evaluate content quality through a checklist (Multimedia Appendix 4). Four criteria were checked: accuracy, simplicity, usefulness, and adequacy. Each aspect is rated between 1 and 5. Table 2 provides mean scores and standard deviations for each aspect.

As it can be observed in Table 2, drugs and diseases received the lowest total scores. Experts believed that the content related to the drug’s mechanism of action is unnecessary and difficult for patients. A comparison of mean rating scores indicates that the nurse in charge of diabetes education rated the content quality lower than the physicians. One reason for this can be due to the nurse’s better knowledge of patients’ learning capabilities, which is a result of more time and closer contact the nurse spent with patients (Multimedia Appendix 4).

Evaluating Content Quality by Patients

Once the health providers approved the content, we inquired about patients’ opinions on the quality of information content. This time just the information items related to each patient’s record were available to five diabetic patients (three women and two men). The patients had two choices to access the information: on the computer screen or on paper. From the five patients, four requested the paper-based version. Therefore, the information related to every patient’s medical record was prepared in a booklet and provided for the patient in the visiting session along with the checklist. The patients had 1 month to read through the booklet and fill out the checklist. Each piece of information was rated on a Likert scale based on four criteria: comprehensibility, practicality, essentiality, and novelty. Moreover, patients were able to add their comments in the explanation section whenever needed.

The patients commented differently on content quality. One reason for such diversity can be due to the varying size and type of information provided for each patient, which itself is a result of the patients’ different conditions. The other reasons for this diversity maybe the patients’ differing literacy and knowledge levels. Overall, all the participants rated the content quality satisfactory. The patients’ rating of comprehensibility, essentiality, and novelty was good or very good.

Phase III: Final System Evaluation

The participants consisted of five diabetes specialists (two trained GPs, two endocrinology subspecialists, and one diabetes nurse) and eight patients who were selected through the convenient sampling method between June and August 2016. Subjects were interviewed for 40 minutes on average. The interviews continued until no new information was added. Table 3 shows the patients’ demographic information.
Table 3. Patient participants’ demographic information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demographic</td>
<td>Average age (range), in years</td>
<td>63 (57-68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time since diagnosis (mean), in years</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Affliction with consequences, in years</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical diet</td>
<td>Drug</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drug + insulin</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>&lt;diploma</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≥diploma</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information sources</td>
<td>Press and TV</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kith and kin</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reading books or educational brochure</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Class attendance</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the interviews, the audio record was transcribed and then analyzed based on TAM. The analysis involved an identification and categorization of key statements. To do this, each response was analyzed line by line in the related context, and finally the following three themes were found for perceived usefulness: (1) raising patient knowledge and self-awareness; (2) improving patient self-care; and (3) improving doctor-patient interaction.

The specialists’ and patients’ attitudes toward each of the three themes are presented below.

**Raising Patient Knowledge and Self-Awareness**

The most remarkable aspect of the system, according to the specialists, is informing patients and making them aware of their medical condition. In this regard, specialist number 1 states:

> one medical goal for diabetic patients is to make them aware of their disease and equip them with self-care knowledge. Experience has shown that active patients who gain information from different sources manage to control their blood sugar better...

The patients also maintained that access to their records and its explanations is like carrying a full-time tutor who can be accessed anytime and anywhere. Patient number 2 mentioned that the key to entering the world of diabetes is familiarity with the language of this disease. He continued:

> To comprehend texts on diabetes, one needs to have a good command of two languages, the language in which the text is written and the language of diabetes...

According to the specialists, providing feedback about patient status based on his or her lab test results along with general explanations not only raises patient awareness of one’s own conditions but also encourages one to read more on the topic.

With this concern, patient number 7 stated:

> within the 20 years I have been suffering from diabetes, I’ve read many books and materials. Though I already knew much of what was presented in this system, still when I think this content is especially prepared for me, it becomes more interesting and I tend to read more

**Improving Patient Self-Care**

Specialists believed that patient access to his or her record is accompanied by more feelings of responsibility for self-care, which can lead to delayed emergence of complications. In this respect, specialist number 3 maintains:

> In my opinion, information tailoring is a sort of attention paid to patients. The short time of the visit does not let every patient's questions be answered and s/he might feel ignored. This method of addressing an individual creates a feeling of importance in him/her, and further motivates reading and practical application. All this makes one believe in one’s role in actively managing his/her disease...

According to his experience of hypoglycemia, patient number 5 stated:

> I did not know then why I was feeling that way, and did not know what I was supposed to do. The explanations provided in the system both involved preventive advice and treatment recommendations that greatly contributed to lowering the frequency and costs of visiting doctors.

**Improving Doctor-Patient Interaction**

Specialists believe that the limited time of a visit will be more effectively used as patient awareness and knowledge improves. One specialist referred back to his own experience of giving instructional leaflets to patients, and believed that patients welcome receiving leaflets from doctors and see it as a sign of respect and attention. He anticipated that patients would read the leaflets, and continued:

> the effect of leaflets on changing a patient’s behavior and performance can be easily seen in the type of questions asked the following session...

Patients also believed that accessing their record and receiving explanations helps them better understand the doctor’s words. A majority of patients have mentioned that they heard at least
one of the terms in their records from the doctor. However, they did not know what it meant. With this concern, one of them stated:

having read the record, I came to know that I mispronounced the names of some drugs...

Data concerning perceived ease of use was analyzed in a similar fashion. Patients’ comments were more in the form of suggestions to improve program facilities and did not mention any problems related to interacting with the system.Textbox 1 shows some of the suggestions made by the specialists about the facilities of the system:

The last item in the Textbox 1 implies that some items might be repeated in the patient’s record at different visits. One suggestion was that the information provided should be updated each time. For example, details on blood fat begin with simple basic issues, and once the patient’s knowledge is raised over time, more issues that are complex are offered in the following sessions.

Here are some of the issues extracted from patients’ comments with respect to perceived ease of use.

Textbox 1. Suggestions made by specialists about the facilities of the system.

- Considering a possibility of adding to and updating library content by the doctor-user.
- Visualizing test results for a better understanding of less literate patients.
- Taking advantage of audio-visual facilities for more effectiveness.
- Updating the content provided for the patient.

Discussion

Principal Findings

This research dealt with the design, implementation, and evaluation of the first version of a self-describing, tailored, diabetes medical record system. The system design is based on a general approach with no local feature consideration, so it can be adapted to any health care setting with minimum modification, if required. Providing didactic information in the context of medical records is a novel field in information tailoring systems.

According to the body of research, this study is the first step toward providing tailored explanations for diabetic patients in the Persian language. In this research, tailoring is done based on the content of medical records comprising demographic information as well as patients’ medical history. Although adding more aspects could improve the quality of information tailoring, there must be a trade-off between the costs of processing more data and raising the quality of the tailored information. Taking records as the basis of identifying relevant topics and interpreting patients’ status avoids the data entry burden on the user.

A great body of research into tailored information provision systems is focused on evaluating system effectiveness on patient behavioral and clinical outcomes. A study [20] was conducted on tailored educational materials based on health literacy level and diabetic patients’ learning style. The study examined the effectiveness of tailored information on promoting the knowledge of 160 diabetic patients using RCT design. The results obtained revealed that the knowledge of patients who had received tailored educational products was significantly higher than the control group. Another investigation was the “Move more for life” system [21] that produced a tailored educational pamphlet for survivors of breast cancer and evaluated its effect on 330 participants. The results showed that subjects in the intervention group did resistance physical exercises three times more than the control group. A weakness of these investigations is their inadequate elaboration on the features and functions of the tailoring system. In our study, precise and detailed system description helped to fill the gap and facilitate the design of similar systems in the future.

Outcome-based evaluation methods require patients’ extensive cooperation and are at risk of unpredicted human and contextual issues, which necessitate considerable time, money, and multiple resources. The researchers’ extensive understanding of underlying influential features and the audience’s needs and preferences can lead to a more effective system design. Qualitative research provides the researcher with more access to the inner world of an individual, his or her values, preferences, attitudes, and beliefs. In our previous research we suggested that objective criteria do not necessarily reflect actual user satisfaction and that measuring user perceived satisfaction is a more reliable criterion for judging the system’s effectiveness in practice [22]. Our study setting was undergoing a transition phase from paper to EMR and, thus, the evaluation approach...
in our study belongs to the qualitative domain and includes field observations and qualitative interviews. One of the strengths of this research is the consideration of the target audience’s attitudes in all three phases of the study: need analysis, design and implementation, and evaluation.

A majority of computer programs are designed based on the system designers’ assumptions about the users’ information requirement. This stands as a key reason for the users’ low acceptance [12]. Therefore, the first phase of this research dealt with an examination of the target population information needs following field observations.

The final system evaluation was done using a qualitative approach and semistructured interview. In this research, the attitudes of two groups (doctors and patients) were investigated simultaneously, which can be considered as a strength of this study. The results obtained from field observations and interviews have shown that the audiences were ready to accept the system and they had a positive attitude toward using it in practice.

As generalizability is not the purpose of qualitative evaluation methods, we do not make any claim about the applicability of our findings to a wider population or to different contexts. However, comparing the data in Table 3 with the results obtained in study [23], we can consider the study participants both demographically and situationally representative of diabetic patients in Iran. Therefore, we do not expect a dramatic difference in results when recruiting different participants in different contexts.

A substantial body of literature has mentioned the important role of users’ mental acceptance in increasing the probability of success in transition from paper to an EMR [24]. Hence, findings from our study about the users’ readiness and attitudes provide a valuable perspective for health care policy makers in Iran to make more informed decisions in the transfer process.

The unique feature of the system from both the perspectives of patients and specialists is the tailored sense of the information and its effect on motivating one to learn and act better. In this regard, article [22] indicates that the closer the content is to the patient’s needs, wants, and perception level, the better that information is digested by the reader and the more practical it becomes.

A comparison of the usability evaluation of the two groups of patients and doctors indicated that patients tended more toward the superficial aspects of the program, whereas doctors’ comments were more focused on the procedures and facilities of the program. Together, these two can provide a complete view of the system.

Usability testing conducted on the patients revealed that they preferred to receive the information in the print-based format, which is consistent with the findings of the review article [25]. In this research, those who had received the information printed read the content more than those who received the information in digital form. Similarly, according to the review article [26], despite the provision of audio-visual products and Internet-based programs, paper pamphlets continued to be the most prevalent way of communicating information to the patients. The majority of patients preferred to receive content in print format to study as much as needed in a more relaxed context.

**Limitations**

The limited number of participants and the limited exposure time to the system are the limitations of this research, which can affect the generalizability of the findings.

The study limitations included incompleteness of some of the patients’ data in paper-based records and doctors’ illegible handwriting. As this research is a pilot study, technical limitations are not considered at this phase. However, the coverage, speed, and accessibility of the Internet network in Iran are a challenge that needs special attention when implementing the system in reality.

**Future Work**

Due to the importance of psychological issues in the care of diabetic patients, we suggest considering this aspect in future research in order to achieve more fine-grained tailoring of information. Furthermore, a part of users’ suggestions mentioned in the result section can be the basis of future works. Our latter suggestion for future studies is to investigate the long-term effect of the system on patients’ outcomes, such as their increased knowledge and self-awareness compared with the usual information provision method.
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Abstract

Background: Proper monitoring of labor and childbirth prevents many pregnancy-related complications. However, monitoring is still poor in many places partly due to the usability concerns of support tools such as the partograph. In 2011, the World Health Organization (WHO) called for the development and evaluation of context-adaptable electronic health solutions to health challenges. Computerized tools have penetrated many areas of health care, but their influence in supporting health staff with childbirth seems limited.

Objective: The objective of this scoping review was to determine the scope and trends of research on computerized labor monitoring tools that could be used by health care providers in childbirth management.

Methods: We used key terms to search the Web for eligible peer-reviewed and gray literature. Eligibility criteria were a computerized labor monitoring tool for maternity service providers and dated 2006 to mid-2016. Retrieved papers were screened to eliminate ineligible papers, and consensus was reached on the papers included in the final analysis.

Results: We started with about 380,000 papers, of which 14 papers qualified for the final analysis. Most tools were at the design and implementation stages of development. Three papers addressed post-implementation evaluations of two tools. No documentation on clinical outcome studies was retrieved. The parameters targeted with the tools varied, but they included fetal heart (10 of 11 tools), labor progress (8 of 11), and maternal status (7 of 11). Most tools were designed for use in personal computers in low-resource settings and could be customized for different user needs.

Conclusions: Research on computerized labor monitoring tools is inadequate. Compared with other labor parameters, there was preponderance to fetal heart monitoring and hardly any summative evaluation of the available tools. More research, including clinical outcomes evaluation of computerized childbirth monitoring tools, is needed.

(JMIR Med Inform 2017;5(2):e14) doi:10.2196/medinform.6959
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Introduction

In 2015, an estimated 303,000 women died from pregnancy-related complications such as excessive bleeding, obstructed labor, and infections [1,2]. The obstructed labor complex directly contributes to 6-10% of the maternal deaths, in addition to contributing to other diseases for the mother and the baby [3,4].

http://medinform.jmir.org/2017/2/e14/
Proper monitoring of the labor and delivery process with appropriate action based on findings is one of the keys to the prevention of pregnancy-related diseases and deaths [5,6]. Labor monitoring includes three main areas, namely fetal conditions, labor progress, and maternal conditions. The fetal parameters include fetal heart rate and amniotic fluid color, whereas labor progress is tracked through cervical dilation, uterine contractions, and fetal descent. The parturient’s condition is monitored by her blood pressure, temperature, urine, and mental state. The monitoring in many low-resource settings is hampered by the lack of user-friendly tools for labor management, limited access to evidence-based clinical guidelines for the providers of maternal health services, maternity provider factors, weak referral networks, and limited health financing [7].

Since 1994, the paper partograph has been promoted by the World Health Organization (WHO) as the standard labor monitoring tool [8], but to date its use is still poor in many low-resource settings due to many user and usability challenges [1,9-11]. To address these challenges, scientists in maternal health called for improvements of the partograph [1,12,13]. The WHO called for the development and evaluation of pragmatic electronic health (eHealth) solutions to health challenges [14]. Noteworthy, mobile health (mHealth) was embraced in many settings, especially chronic conditions with concomitant improvement in medical care [15,16]. It was hoped that next-generation system innovations could improve the quality of care during childbirth and reduce maternal deaths [17,18]. However, there seems to be a paucity of papers on computerized labor monitoring tools as is with mHealth in general.

We had a notion that the responses to various calls for better labor monitoring tools are still poor. Therefore, we set out to determine the volume and scope of research on computerized monitoring tools that can be used by health care providers in childbirth management.

**Methods**

We undertook a scoping review, as defined elsewhere [19,20], to assess the reactions to the WHO call for labor monitoring tools (computerized or otherwise) with the potential of being more acceptable to the stakeholders in maternity services. Tricco et al (2016) reiterate the purpose of scoping reviews as, “…to present a broad overview of the evidence pertaining to a topic, irrespective of study quality, and are useful when examining areas that are emerging, to clarify key concepts and identify gaps” [19]. In June and July 2016, we searched PubMed and Google Scholar databases for peer-reviewed and gray literature. The search was supplemented by manual searches in Google search engine and ResearchGate online repositories for other papers meeting the selection criteria.

The inclusion criteria were a paper written in English language, addressing an aspect of a computerized or mobile labor monitoring tool, for use by maternity service providers, and written between January 1, 2006 to May 31, 2016. We excluded literature on tools for use primarily by expectant parents and the numerous apps for nonprofessional use such as contraction monitoring at home or fetal growth monitoring.

Our key terms in the search included “labor,” “monitoring,” “computer,” “mobile,” “tool,” “provider,” “delivery,” and “birth.” We combined them in various ways to get search strings. An example of such a string is “With all ‘labor monitoring’ + plus at least one of ‘computer$ tool$ mobile provider$ delivery birth - consumer’ (anywhere in article).” At the title review stage, we combined the term “labor” with one or more of the other terms to get relevant papers.

Data collection started with the individual researcher or research assistant identifying and screening papers for allocated years. We then entered the search terms and filtered the results according to the desired years of publication. We sorted the results in ascending years to ease tracking of the viewed Web pages. Each collector exported the identified papers into Mendeley-1.16.1 reference manager (by Elsevier) and used it to remove duplicates.

The data collector imported the Mendeley (by Elsevier) output into Google Scholar or PubMed and applied more specific filters to the titles. The filters helped eliminate the nonhuman birth-related and non-computer tools. The subsequent titles were saved to an online library for further screening. Abstracts to the saved titles were downloaded and qualitatively analyzed to determine the target users. Uncertainty about the eligibility of an article was consensually resolved based on the selection criteria.

Full papers to abstracts with all eligibility criteria were retrieved. Manually identified abstracts or papers that were not part of the controlled search were added to the pool. All papers were scrutinized against all selection criteria. The remaining papers were included in the quantitative final analysis. These steps are summarized, as shown in Figure 1, to mimic the preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analyses (PRISMA). Each paper was read to decipher the focus, developmental stage, and computing platform of the labor monitoring tool.
Results

Volume of Relevant Research

In the preliminary literature search, we retrieved 389,000 titles from Google Scholar and 156 from PubMed (Figure 1). These were imported into Mendeley 1.16.1 (by Elsevier) and duplicates removed. The titles were semiautomatically reviewed to remove papers about nonhuman or nonbirth related tools, which resulted in the exclusion of 388,082 entries. During the screening of abstracts for the remaining 1074 papers, we eliminated papers about tools that did not incorporate computers during labor monitoring use to leave 11 abstracts. Four abstracts identified in the manual literature search were added to the remaining 11 to get 15 abstracts used to identify papers for full review. At the full paper review stage, one paper (the Bacis program study by Horner in South Africa) was excluded because its subject tool was not designed for use during labor, which left 14 papers with all inclusion criteria for final analysis, as shown in Table 1.

Stage of Tool Development

As shown in Table 2, 4 out of 14 analyzed papers addressed labor monitoring tools still at the planning phase. We analyzed 7 papers about tools that had reached the implementation stage. The authors of the remaining 2 papers addressed the cost and impact on clinic workflow evaluation of one tool, QUALMAT eCDSS [21].

Five tools that were in the clinical trial or field testing [22-25] phase were classified under the implementation stage of development. Three tools had undergone formative assessment in form of user or cost evaluations [23,26,27]. We retrieved literature on a tool that was designed and tested in 2007, but we did not get publications on its advancement. One tool had a summative evaluation of its cost and impact on clinic workflow [28]. We did not get any tool with definitive summative evaluation, that is, pragmatic clinical outcomes (morbidity or mortality) studies.

Focus of Labor Monitoring Tool

The main parameters of focus in the analyzed papers were monitoring all labor parameters (7 papers) and fetal heart (3 papers). Four tools were designed to monitor one of three labor monitoring sections, whereas the rest could monitor multiple sections, as shown in Table 3. Authors addressing multiple labor monitoring sections were chiefly concerned with electronic versions of the partograph computing abilities. Therefore, their innovations potentially addressed the 15 parameters on a partograph. Those on fetal status focused on fetal heart monitoring with a cardiotocogram (CTG). The authors who addressed labor progress only specifically targeted cervical dilation and descent or station of a cephalic fetus.
Table 1. List of papers included in the final analysis and the name of study tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper (Reference number)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name of tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Quality of prenatal and maternal care: Bridging the know-do gap” (QUALMAT study): an electronic clinical decision support system for rural sub-Saharan Africa [21]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>QUALMAT eCDSS&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Moyo fetal heart rate monitor [22]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Moyo monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mLabour: design and evaluation of a mobile partograph and labor ward management application [23]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>mLabour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous monitoring of cervical dilatation and fetal head station during labor [24]</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Computerized labor-monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The design and implementation of the PartoPen maternal health monitoring system [25]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>PartoPen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost-effectiveness of a clinical decision support system in improving maternal health care in Ghana [27]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>QUALMAT eCDSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact of an electronic clinical decision support system on workflow in antenatal care: the QUALMAT eCDSS in rural health care facilities in Ghana and Tanzania [28]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>QUALMAT eCDSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A mobile multi-agent information system for ubiquitous fetal monitoring [29]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Fetal IMAIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A study of an intelligent system to support decision making in the management of labour using the cardiotocograph—the infant study protocol [30]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>INFANT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The development of a simplified, effective, labour monitoring-to-action (SELMA) tool for better outcomes in labour difficulty (BOLD): Study protocol [31]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>SELMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life curve mobile application: an easier alternative to paper partograph [32]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Life curve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ePartogram: a mobile decision support tool to address labor complications [33]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>ePartogram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another set of eyes: Remote fetal monitoring surveillance aids the busy labor and delivery unit [34]</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>ANGEL shield</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Year of publication.
<sup>b</sup>eCDSS: electronic clinical decision support system.

Table 2. Stages of development for the computerized labor monitoring tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Stage of development&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Plan</th>
<th>Designing</th>
<th>Implementing</th>
<th>Formative evaluation</th>
<th>Summative evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QUALMAT eCDSS&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moyo monitor</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>z&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>z</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mLabour</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computerized labor-monitor</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PartoPen</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetal IMAIS</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFANT</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELMA</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life curve</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ePartogram</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANGEL shield</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>z</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Based on the five stages of software development.
<sup>b</sup>eCDSS: electronic clinical decision support system.
<sup>c</sup>x: stage not reached, y: completed stage, z: stage incomplete.
Table 3. Parameters on modified WHO partograph noted in the capability of computerized tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter on WHO partograph</th>
<th>Computerized tool to monitor parameter</th>
<th>21&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>22&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>23&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>24&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>25&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>29&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>30&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>31&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>32&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>33&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>34&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fetal heart</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervix opening</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descent of leading part</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amniotic fluid</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molding of head</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uterine contractions</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal pulse</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal blood pressure</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal temperature</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine protein</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine acetone</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine volume</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of membrane rupture</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug given</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical diagnosis suggestion</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>y&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>QUALMAT eCDSS.  
<sup>b</sup>Moyo monitor.  
<sup>c</sup>mLabour.  
<sup>d</sup>Computerized labor-monitor.  
<sup>e</sup>PartoPen.  
<sup>f</sup>Fetal IMAIS.  
<sup>g</sup>INFANT.  
<sup>h</sup>SELMA.  
<sup>i</sup>Life curve.  
<sup>j</sup>ePartogram.  
<sup>k</sup>ANGEL shield.  
<sup>l</sup>Parameter can be monitored with the tool.

Table 4. Computing platforms and adaptability for the labor monitoring tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>Computing Platform</th>
<th>Network environment</th>
<th>Operating systems</th>
<th>Software base</th>
<th>Adaptable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QUALMAT</td>
<td>Laptop and desktop</td>
<td>Stand-alone</td>
<td>MS Windows</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moyo monitor</td>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>Stand-alone</td>
<td>Customized</td>
<td>Undisclosed</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mL Labour</td>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>Client-server</td>
<td>Android</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computerized labor-monitor</td>
<td>Mobile and desktop</td>
<td>Stand-alone</td>
<td>Nonspecific</td>
<td>Ultrasound waves</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PartoPen</td>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>Stand-alone</td>
<td>Livescribe pen</td>
<td>LiveCode “Penlet”</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetal IMAIS</td>
<td>Mobile &amp; desktop</td>
<td>Client-server, wireless</td>
<td>MS Windows</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFANT</td>
<td>Mobile and desktop</td>
<td>Offline</td>
<td>MS Windows</td>
<td>Undisclosed</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELMA</td>
<td>Mobile and desktop</td>
<td>Offline</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Undisclosed</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life curve</td>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>Client-server</td>
<td>Android</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ePartogram</td>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>Client-server</td>
<td>Android</td>
<td>Undisclosed</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANGEL shield</td>
<td>Desktop</td>
<td>Client-server</td>
<td>MS Windows</td>
<td>Undisclosed</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All tools were intended for clinical diagnosis support based on algorithms. The least basic was the capability to take measurements or give alerts and reminders to maternity care providers [24,29,34]. However, 8 of 11 tools could also provide diagnosis and action suggestions to the user. The proposed SELMA tool could use machine learning models to predict diagnosis and outcomes for different contexts of use.

**Computing Platforms for the Labor Monitoring Tools**

As shown in Table 4, the tools were mostly usable on existing personal computer hardware, especially mobile gadgets such as phones, laptops, and desktop computers. Majority communicated through client-server networks, and 4 of 11 (36%) used stand-alone computers. Microsoft Windows was the most commonly used operating system in desktops, and Android was used in most mobile systems. One tool (PartoPen) uses custom-made software, whereas the application-based tools were developed in a Java environment. For half of the tools, the authors did not specify the software framework used in development. Of 11 tools, only 4 were reported as customizable to suit a user’s context of work.

The authors of the analyzed papers planned for adaptable tools. The intended context of tool use was stated as low-resource settings apart from the ANGEL shield. This computer program was made for and operated in a university hospital, but there were plans of rolling it out to nearby rural health centers. For 5 of 11 tools, it was reported that they could be customized to different contexts of use and even more functions added, where necessary.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

In this review, out of over 380,000 papers, 14 qualified for the final analysis. They represented studies of 11 computerized tools capable of aiding health workers in maternity care. All labor parameters could be monitored by 7 of the 11 tools upon implementation. Only one tool had summative evaluations, which included cost and indicator studies. We did not find evidence of morbidity or mortality evaluation for any tool. Most tools used open source software that was also adaptable to common computers.

In this study, we chose to conduct a scoping review due to an ostensibly low volume of systematic evaluations and publications but with potentially more works on the subject. To this effect, many papers on pregnancy care applications were identified, although they were excluded from analysis for failure to meet other inclusion criteria. PubMed and Google Scholar formed the basis for the main search results due to their popularity among authors and a wide coverage of subjects. They were augmented with a manual search that indeed yielded more papers [22,23,32,33] included in the final analysis. The inclusion period of 2006 to 2016 was chosen to encompass the 5 years before and after the 2011 WHO call to evaluate all design and scale-up stages in eHealth [14], including e-labor monitoring tools.

Many papers were identified, which echo the findings of Kortteisto et al (2014), that is, mHealth is widespread [16]. However, similar to WHO and International Confederation of Midwives concerns in 2011 [13,14], only a handful addressed maternal labor and delivery monitoring. Moreover, as Hall et al found [17], the authors reported on tools that were in developmental stages, protocol preparation to field testing, without the definitive summative evaluation (pragmatic clinical outcomes studies) needed in health care research [35].

This state of affairs may be due to the human-intensive nature and high litigation potential of labor monitoring events that designing and testing a reliable computerized labor tool calls for more effort than is needed for an average medical condition. Another factor that could deter innovators is the difficulty in definitive summative evaluation of the tools in light of many confounders of labor outcomes. A similar situation in 2011 could have led the WHO to call for better research and evaluation of mHealth [14] such as labor monitoring tools. One should also be cognizant of the diverse labor monitoring contexts both within and without health facilities and communities, which were highlighted in the 2016 Lancet maternal health series [36,37]. However, the trend of research seems to be in a positive direction. From the works analyzed in this paper, the majority of the papers are authored after the WHO call to action, and all the documented evaluations were published after the call.

After the data collection for this review, another call to action on improving quality of maternity and newborn care was sounded through the Lancet maternal health series [37]. Furthermore, the potential of mHealth to help out is anticipated, with innovators urged not to be stifled by the fear of liability and litigation but to provide evidence-based tools for woman-centered care [18,38]. This series reinforced the findings of this review and stressed the need for further research for context-specific mobile childbirth monitoring tools.

Regarding the focus of the tools, it was obvious that the three main sections—fetal, labor progress, and maternal states—of labor monitoring received unequal attention. Monitoring the fetal condition, especially the fetal heart, was most researched, perhaps due to the discovery of cardiotocogram (CTG) that is efficacious in detecting fetal distress. CTG is sonoelectric and improving it through computerization was easier than inventing tools as was necessary for the labor progress. On the other hand, cervical dilation and maternal conditions are subjectively dependent on provider skills, and sociocultural or religious norms. Hence, the diversity of these conditions could hamper the design, testing, and development of widely acceptable tools to monitor labor progress and maternal conditions. With the recognition of the diversity of contexts of use but limited resources, it is prudent that generic tools are designed and developed or adapted for specific contexts [39].

The operating system platforms were generic in about half of the tools perhaps to cut development costs. This is also good for the diverse hardware that is increasingly portable. On the other hand, the programming software base was mostly undisclosed. This could be due to the early stages of development. Moreover, the authors were not yet committed to a specific program. However, the generic Java development environment was used in most specified cases. This would
suggest that even the rest are more likely to use it in tool development.

Limitations
The sources of data for this review were not exhaustive of all literature (eg, papers not written in English), and as such, we could have omitted some papers on the computerized labor monitoring tools. This is a drawback, but the main sources are wide enough for an adequate sample and similar reviewers [17,20,40] increasingly adopt this approach. We also started the search with broad terms and narrowed them down as we saved different papers for subsequent analyses.

Conclusions
In conclusion, the scope and volume of research on computerized maternal labor monitoring tools is likely to be narrow and small. Fetal heart monitoring seems to dominate over other labor management parameters. Most tools are designed to use affordable computing platforms, but there is hardly any summative evaluation of the available tools. This may imply a slow response to the call for developing and evaluating computerized labor monitoring tools that could reduce labor-related disease. Further research, including clinical outcomes studies and publication of results, is needed on computerized tools for use in comprehensive childbirth monitoring.
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Abstract

Background: Extracting structured data from narrated medical reports is challenged by the complexity of heterogeneous structures and vocabularies and often requires significant manual effort. Traditional machine-based approaches lack the capability to take user feedbacks for improving the extraction algorithm in real time.

Objective: Our goal was to provide a generic information extraction framework that can support diverse clinical reports and enables a dynamic interaction between a human and a machine that produces highly accurate results.

Methods: A clinical information extraction system IDEAL-X has been built on top of online machine learning. It processes one document at a time, and user interactions are recorded as feedbacks to update the learning model in real time. The updated model is used to predict values for extraction in subsequent documents. Once prediction accuracy reaches a user-acceptable threshold, the remaining documents may be batch processed. A customizable controlled vocabulary may be used to support extraction.

Results: Three datasets were used for experiments based on report styles: 100 cardiac catheterization procedure reports, 100 coronary angiographic reports, and 100 integrated reports—each combines history and physical report, discharge summary, outpatient clinic notes, outpatient clinic letter, and inpatient discharge medication report. Data extraction was performed by 3 methods: online machine learning, controlled vocabularies, and a combination of these. The system delivers results with F1 scores greater than 95%.

Conclusions: IDEAL-X adopts a unique online machine learning–based approach combined with controlled vocabularies to support data extraction for clinical reports. The system can quickly learn and improve, thus it is highly adaptable.

(JMIR Med Inform 2017;5(2):e12) doi:10.2196/medinform.7235
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Introduction

While immense efforts have been made to enable structured data model for electronic medical record (EMR), a large amount of medical data remain in free-form narrative text, and useful data from individual patients are usually distributed across multiple reports of heterogeneous structures and vocabularies. This poses major challenges to traditional information extraction systems, as either costly training datasets or manually crafted rules have to be prepared. These approaches also lack the capability of taking user feedbacks, to adapt and improve the extraction algorithm in real time.

Our goal is to provide a generic information extraction framework that is adaptable to diverse clinical reports, enables a dynamic interaction between a human and a machine, and produces highly accurate results with minimal human effort. We have developed a system, Information and Data Extraction using Adaptive Online Learning (IDEAL-X), to support adaptive information extraction from diverse clinical reports with heterogeneous structures and vocabularies. The system is built on top of online machine learning and customizable controlled vocabularies. A demo video can be found on YouTube [1].

IDEAL-X uses online machine learning–based approach [2-4] for information extraction. Traditional machine learning algorithms take a two-stage approach: batch training based on an annotated training dataset, and batch prediction for future datasets based on the model generated from stage one (Figure 1). In contrast, online machine learning algorithms [2,3] take an iterative approach (Figure 1). It learns one document at a time, and predicts values to be extracted for the next one. Learning occurs from revisions made by the user, and the updated model is applied to prediction for subsequent documents. Once the model achieves a satisfactory accuracy, the remaining documents may be processed in batch. Online machine learning not only significantly reduces human’s effort for annotation but also provides the mechanism for collecting feedback from human-machine interaction to improve the system’s model continuously.

Besides online machine learning, IDEAL-X allows for customizable controlled vocabularies to support data extraction from clinical reports, where a vocabulary enumerates the possible values that can be extracted for a given attribute. (The X in IDEAL-X represents the controlled vocabulary plug-in.) The use of online machine learning and controlled vocabularies is not mutually exclusive; they are complementary, which provide the user with a variety of modes for working with IDEAL-X.

Figure 1. Online machine learning versus batch learning. (a) Batch machine learning workflow; (b) Online machine learning workflow.
**Background**

**Related Work**

A number of research efforts have been made in different fields of medical information extraction. Successful systems include caTIES [5], MedEx [6], MedLEE [7], cTAKES [8], MetaMap [9], HITEe [10], and so on. These methods either take a rule-based approach, a traditional machine learning-based approach, or a combination of both.

Different online learning algorithms have been studied and developed for classification tasks [11], but their direct application to information extraction has not been studied. Especially in the clinical environment, the effectiveness of these algorithms is yet to be examined. Several pioneering projects have used learning processes that involve user interaction and certain elements of IDEAL-X. I²E² is an early rule-based interactive information extraction system [12]. It is limited by its restriction to a predefined feature set. Amilcare [13,14] is adaptable to different domains. Each domain requires an initial training that can be retrained on the basis of the user’s revision. Its algorithm (LP)² is able to generalize and induce symbolic rules. RaptTAT [15] is most similar to IDEAL-X in its goals. It preannotates text interactively to accelerate the annotation process. It uses a multinominal naïve Bayesian algorithm for classification but does not appear to use contextual information beyond previously found values in its search process. This may limit its ability to extract certain value types.

Different from online machine learning but related is active learning [16,17], it assumes the ability to retrieve labels for the most informative data points while involving the users in the annotation process. DUALIST [18] allows users to select system-populated rules for feature annotation to support information extraction. Other example applications in health care informatics include word sense disambiguation [19] and phenotyping [20]. Active learning usually requires comprehending the entire corpus in order to pick the most useful data point. However, in a clinical environment, data arrive in a steaming fashion over time that limits our ability to choose data points. Hence, an online learning approach is more suitable.

IDEAL-X adopts the Hidden Markov Model for its compatibility with online learning, and for its efficiency and scalability. We will also describe a broader set of contextual information used by the learning algorithm to facilitate extraction of values of all types.

**Heterogeneous Clinical Reports**

A patient’s electronic medical record could come with a variety of medical reports. Data in these reports provide critical information that can be used to improve clinical diagnosis and support biomedical research. For example, the Emory University Cardiovascular Biobank [21] collects records of patients with potential or confirmed coronary artery diseases undergoing cardiac catheterization, and aims to combine extracted data elements from multiple reports to identify patients for research. Report types include history and physical report, discharge summary, outpatient clinic note, outpatient clinic letter, coronary angiogram report, cardiac catheterization procedure report, echocardiogram report, inpatient report, and discharge medication lists.

**Figure 2.** Example snippets of different report forms. (a) Semistructured report; (b) Template based narration; and (c) Complex narration.

```
Monitored Values:
AO Diastolic- CV 65.00 02/30/2009 19:30
AO Systolic - CV 139.00 02/30/2009 19:30
LV EDP - CV 27.00 02/30/2009 19:31

Mid/Distal LAD and Diagonal Branches
There is 90% stenosis in the first diagonal branch ostial.
RCA, RPDA, RPL, and AM Branches
There is 50% stenosis in the mid right coronary artery. There is 50% stenosis in the right posterior descending artery.

The patient is a healthy 51-year-old lady who had a diagnosis of breast cancer treated in 2001 with surgery. She had experienced mild ascites recently, but she denies painful and reports that she feels better when in warm environment.
```
We classify clinical reports into 3 forms: semistructured data, template-based narration, and complex narration. Semistructured data represent data elements in the form of attribute and value pairs (Figure 2). Reports in this form have simple structures, making data extraction relatively straightforward. Template-based narration is a very common report form. The narrative style, including sentence patterns and vocabularies, follow consistent templates and expressions (Figure 2). Extracting information from this type of text (e.g., “right posterior descending artery”) requires major linguistics expertise, to either formulate extraction rules or to annotate training data. Complex narration is essentially free-form text. It can be irregular, personal, and idiomatic (Figure 2). Most medical reporting systems still allow for (and thus encourage) such a style. It is the most difficult form to interpret and process by NLP algorithms. Nevertheless, certain types of information such as diseases and medications have a finite vocabulary that could be used to support data extraction.

Methods

Overview

The interface and workflow conform to traditional annotation systems: a user browses an input document from the input document collection and fills out an output form. On loading each document, the system attempts to fill the output form automatically with its data extraction engine. Then, a user can review and revise incorrect answers. The system then updates its data extraction model automatically based on the user’s feedbacks. Optionally, the user may provide a customized controlled vocabulary to further support data extraction and answer normalization. Pretraining with manually annotated data is not required, as the prediction model behind the data extraction engine can be established incrementally through online learning, customizing controlled vocabularies, or a combination of the two.

The system can operate in two modes: (1) interactive: through online learning, the system predicts values to be extracted for each report, and the user verifies or corrects the predicted values; and (2) batch: batch predicting for all unprocessed documents once the accrued accuracy is sufficient for users. Whereas interactive mode uses online machine learning to build the learning model incrementally, batch mode runs the same as the prediction phase of batch machine learning.

System Interface and User Operations

System Interface

IDEAL-X provides a GUI with two main panels: a menu and navigation buttons (Figure 3). The left panel is for browsing an input report, and the right panel is the output table with predicted values of each data element in the report. The menu provides options for defining the data elements to be extracted, specifying input reports, among others.

Figure 3. An example screenshot of IDEAL-X’s interface.
Definition of Data Elements for Extraction
The system provides a wizard for constructing the metadata of the output form. The user builds the form by specifying a list of data elements and their constraints. An example is the data element “Heart Rate,” which is constrained to be a numerical value between 0 and 200. Other constraints include sections of the report that may contain the values. However, except for the names of the data elements, specifying constraints are optional, as these can be learned by the system.

Data Extraction Workflow
The user will first select a collection of input reports to be extracted from a local folder. By default, the system runs in an interactive mode, and one report will be loaded at a time on the left display panel. The user can make manual annotations by highlighting the correct value in the report text. Clicking the corresponding data field in the table assigns the value to the data element. If the system has prefilled the field of a data element with a predicted value, the user can provide feedback by fixing incorrect values. As the user navigates to the next document, the system compares the prefilled and the final values for the most recently processed document. Values that are unchanged or filled in by users are taken as positive instances, and values that have been revised are taken as negative instances. Both instances are incorporated into the online learning algorithm to be used by the data extraction for subsequent documents. By iterating through this process, the amount of information that the system is able to correctly prefill grows over time. Note that manual revision in this context is different from traditional human labeling. It is only necessary if there is a wrong prediction, thus humans’ effort can be significantly saved. Once the decision model reaches an acceptable level of accuracy, the user has the option to switch to batch mode to complete extraction for the remaining documents. If a patient has multiple reports, the text input panel displays each report with a separate tab. Data extracted from all the reports are aggregated in the output.

Customization of Controlled Vocabularies
IDEAL-X also provides an interface for the user to customize a controlled vocabulary that can be used by the system for data extraction. The controlled vocabulary contains both terminology and structural properties. The terminology includes lists of values and their normalization mappings. For example, Disease terminology includes “Diabetes Mellitus” with variations “DM” and “Diabetes.” It also defines inductions. For example, taking “Insulin” or “Metformin” indicates having Diabetes Mellitus. Structural properties provide positive and negative contextual information for giving terms. For example, to extract medications taken by patients, the “Allergies” section is a negative context and medicine names in the section will be skipped. Structural properties may also contain disambiguation terms that may further improve the precision of extraction. A simple example is that “intolerant” is a negative indicator for identifying “statin” as “statin intolerant” refers to different a concept. Controlled vocabularies can be a powerful tool to support data extraction: it can be used to locate sentences and chunks of possible values, and to perform normalization for extracted values, discussed in the next section.

The Data Extraction Engine
While the user interacts with IDEAL-X interface, the data extraction engine works transparently in the background. The engine has 3 major components: answer prediction, learning, and the learning model that the online learning process continuously updates (Figure 4). The system combines statistical and machine learning–based approaches with controlled vocabularies for effective data extraction.

Document Preprocessing
When a report is loaded, the text is first parsed into an in-memory hierarchical tree consisting of 4 layers: section, paragraph, sentence, and token. Apache OpenNLP [22] is used to support the parsing with its Sentence Detector, Tokenizer, and Part-of-Speech Tagger. A reverse index of tokens is created to support efficient keywords-based search. The index is used to find locations (eg, sections, paragraphs, sentences, and phrases) of a token, as well as its properties such as part of speech and data type. For example, given the token “DM,” the system can quickly identify the section (eg, “History”) and the containing sentences. Such token search is frequently performed in answer prediction, and the in-memory index structures enable high efficiency for such operations.

Answer Prediction
Predicting the value of each data element involves the following steps: (1) Identifying target sentences that are likely to contain the answer; (2) Identifying candidate chunks in the sentences; (3) Filtering the chunks to generate candidate values; (4) Ranking candidate values to generate (raw) values; (5) Normalizing values; and (6) Aggregating values from multiple reports. The workflow is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 4. Overview of System Workflow.

Figure 5. Precision and recall changes over processed records.
Identifying Target Sentences

Through online learning, the system accretes keywords from past answers (answer keywords) along with cooccurring words in the corresponding sentences (contextual words). For example, given the answer keywords “diabetes” and “hypertension” in the sentence “The patient reports history of diabetes and hypertension,” contextual words are “patient,” “report,” and “history.” Such answer keywords and contextual words combined with customized vocabularies can be utilized to identify sentences that are likely to contain answers with the following methods:

First, similarity-based search using the vector space model [23]. Given a collection of contextual words and their frequencies, the system computes the similarity against sentences in the document [23]. Sentences with high similarities are selected. For example, most sentences about “disease” contain “diagnosis” and “history.” The past contextual keywords and their frequency weights are represented and maintained through a learning model discussed later in “Learning” section.

Second, answer keyword matching search. The answer keywords, combined with relevant user customized vocabularies, are also used to identify target sentences with keyword matching. For example, to extract diseases, if a sentence contains the disease term “myocardial infarction” defined in the vocabulary, the sentence is selected as a target. In both approaches, sections to be searched or skipped are also considered to narrow the scope of searching.

Identifying Candidate Chunks

After target sentences are selected, the system identifies potential phrases in the sentences using 2 methods: Hidden Markov model (HMM) [24] and keyword-based search. The HMM represents target words and contextual words in a sentence with different states, and marks values to be extracted based on probability distributions learned from previously collected values and their sentences. The keyword-based search finds candidate chunks using keywords collected from past answers and the controlled vocabulary.

Filtering chunks

To filter candidate chunks, the system uses rule induction [14,25] to generate “If-Then” rules based on historical statistics. The following filtering criteria are used: (1) Part of speech (POS): This filters a phrase by its POS tag in the sentence. Simple example phrases are noun and verb phrases. (2) String pattern: This looks for chunks that match special string patterns. For example, the first characters of all tokens are capitalized. (POS): This filters a phrase by its POS tag in the sentence. Simple example phrases are noun and verb phrases. (3) Value domain: This eliminates numerical or enumerated values that fall outside a specified range of values. (4) Negation: Based on predefined built-in rules, this removes phrases governed by words that reverse the meaning of the answer [26]. For example, if a candidate chunk “cancer” is extracted from a sentence “the patient has no history of cancer,” “cancer” would not be included. (5) Certainty: Similar to negation filter, this detects and filters uncertain events or situations such as future plans, based on predefined rules. For example, a candidate chunk “radiation therapy” for treatment from a sentence “the patient is planned to take radiation therapy” should not be included.

Whereas negation and certainty filtering is based on predefined rules, other filtering relies on real-time data statistics for filtering criteria.

Ranking Candidate Values

The system combines the scores of the selected sentences and chunks for ranking of candidate values. For a single-valued data element (eg, heart beat), the candidate value with the highest confidence score is selected. For a multi-valued data element (eg, medication), values with confidence scores above a threshold are selected. Based on this, each candidate value is either accepted or rejected.

Normalizing Values

This step normalizes extracted values through transformation, generalization, and induction rules given by the controlled vocabulary (Figure 4). For example, “DM” is transformed into “Diabetes Mellitus.” “Pindolol” is generalized to its hypernym “beta blocker.” The appearance of medication term “Metformin” (a drug for treating type 2 diabetes) in the text can infer the disease “Diabetes Mellitus.”

Aggregating Results

Data extracted from multiple reports of a patient will be aggregated into a single table. The aggregation process may normalize values and remove duplicates. For example, “lisinopril” and “captopril” are extracted from discharge summary and inpatient report, respectively, and they can be normalized as “ACE inhibitor.” If the same data element is extracted from multiple reports, deduplication is performed. The final output is in simple structural table form that can be exported conveniently to other applications such as Excel (Microsoft) or a database.

Note that controlled vocabularies can play important roles in the answer prediction process. They are used for identifying target sentences through keyword matching, identifying candidate chunks through keyword matching, and supporting normalization for extracted values.

Learning

IDEAL-X takes an online learning–based approach to incrementally build statistical models and make predictions (Figure 5). The 3 models used in IDEAL-X are all statistical based and can be continuously updated after each iteration.

System-predicted values automatically populate the output table, and the user advances to the next report with or without revision to these values. In both cases, the internal learning and prediction models of IDEAL-X are updated. For each instance, IDEAL-X collects and analyzes the following features: (1) Position: location of the answer in the text hierarchy; (2) Landmark: co-occurring contextual keywords in a sentence; (3) POS: parts of speech tag; (4) Value: the tokens of the answer; (5) String patterns: literal features such as capitalization and initial and special punctuation. These features are then used to update the 3 models.

In IDEAL-X, each data element such as attribute “disease” or “medicine,” has its own statistical model, and each new instance of a data element will update the corresponding model. There
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are 3 models to be updated: (1) Updating Space Vector Model: This model uses “Landmark” features of positive instances. The system updates frequencies of cooccurring contextual words, used as weights of the space vector [23]. (2) Updating HMM: HMM lists all words in a sentence as a sequence, in which an extracted value is marked as target value state and other words are recognized as irrelevant contextual states. Based on this sequence, the state transition probabilities and emission probabilities are recaptured [24]. (3) Updating rule induction model: Filtering rules are induced based on the coverage percentage [25]. Features such as POS, value domain and string patterns of both positive and negative instances are analyzed and their respective coverage percentages are modified. Once the coverage of a rule reaches a predefined threshold, the rule is triggered for filtering.

In an interactive mode, the above 4 steps repeat for each report, where the learning models are continuously updated and improved.

**Results**

**Experimental Setup**

**Datasets**

We used 3 datasets from 100 patients that were randomly sampled from a collection of about 5000 patients in the Emory Biobank database. Dataset 1 is a set of semistructured reports and contains 100 coronary catheterization procedure reports. Dataset 2 is a set of template-based narration and contains 100 coronary angiographic reports. Dataset 3 is a set of complex narrative and contains 315 reports, including history and physical report, discharge summary, outpatient clinic notes, outpatient clinic letter, and inpatient discharge medication report.

**Ground Truth**

The test datasets are independently hand-annotated by domain expert annotators, including physicians, physician trainees, and students trained by the Emory Clinical Cardiovascular Research Institute for Biobank data reporting. Each record is annotated by 2 different annotators. The interrater agreement scores (kappa) of these 3 datasets are .991, .986, and .835, respectively. An arbitrator—an independent cardiovascular disease researcher reconciles incompatible outputs of the system and the manual annotations to produce the final ground truth.

**Evaluation Metrics**

For validation, precision, recall, and F1 scores are used to estimate the effectiveness of extraction by comparing the system predicted results (before human revision) and the ground truth.

**Experiment Settings**

We aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of the system with respect to using online learning and controlled vocabularies and to understand their applicability to different report forms. By analyzing the report styles and vocabularies, we discovered that online learning will be more suitable for semistructured or template-based narration reports, and controlled vocabulary-guided data extraction would be more effective on complex narration with a finite vocabulary. Thus, we designed 3 experiments: (1) Online learning–based data extraction, where controlled vocabularies are not provided, based on Dataset 1 (semistructured) and Dataset 2 (template-based narration); (2) Controlled vocabularies-based data extraction, where online learning is not used, based on Dataset 3 (complex narration); and (3) Controlled vocabularies guided data extraction combined with online learning, based on Dataset 3.

**Performance Evaluation**

**Experiment 1: Online machine Learning–Based Data Extraction**

This experiment was based on Datasets 1 and 2. The system starts in an interactive mode with an empty decision model without prior training. The defined data elements are summarized in Multimedia Appendix 1. The user processes one report at a time, and each system-predicted value (including empty values for the first few reports) before user revision was recorded for calculating precision and recall.

Results are summarized in Table 1 for the 2 datasets, respectively. Both test cases achieved high precision as semistructured and template-based text is most easy to handle. To study the learning rate of online learning, we divided records into 10 groups, and plotted precision and recall of every 10% of the records in datasets 1 and 2. We observed that in both tests, the system maintained high precision during the learning process. Although some variability exists due to new data pattern, the recall of both cases also improved steadily. Not surprisingly, the rate of learning for dataset 1 is much faster given its semistructure.

**Experiment 2: Controlled Vocabularies-Guided Data Extraction**

In this experiment, online learning was disabled and data extraction was performed in batches using controlled vocabulary. Diseases and medications were extracted from Dataset 3 (values to be extracted are shown in Multimedia Appendix 1). Customized controlled vocabularies, including terminology and structural properties, had been created independently by physicians through referring to domain knowledge resources and analyzing another development report dataset of 100 patients, disjoint from Dataset 3. Note that comparisons in this and the following experiments were at a clinical finding level between system-integrated-results and manual-annotation-integrated-results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Numbers of data elements</th>
<th>Number of values</th>
<th>Precision (%)</th>
<th>Recall (%)</th>
<th>F1 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1272</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>98.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>95.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results in Table 2 show that controlled vocabularies are highly effective for data extraction over complex narratives. Domain-specific data, for example, cardiology-related diseases and medications, have limited numbers of possible values (or domain values), and a carefully customized controlled vocabulary can achieve high extraction accuracy.

**Experiment 3: Controlled Vocabularies-Guided Data Extraction Combined With Online machine Learning**

In this experiment, we performed 2 tests to examine how efficient and effective the system learns when only terminology is available and structural properties need to be obtained from online learning. Test 1 was to generate the baseline for comparison, and Test 2 was to demonstrate the effectiveness of combining online machine learning and controlled vocabularies. Dataset 3 was used to extract all diseases and medications.

For Test 1, terminology was used and online machine learning is disabled, so the test was guided by controlled vocabulary without any structural properties. We note that comprehensive terminology contributes directly to high recall rate, which means that the system seldom misses values to be extracted. However, if structural properties are not included, compared with the result in Experiment 2, the precision is much lower. This highlights the value of positive and negative contexts in an extraction task.

For Test 2, both terminology and online machine learning were used. Online machine learning supports learning structural properties. To show how quickly the system learns, only the 38 reports associated with the first 10 patients were processed with interactive online learning. All remaining reports were processed in batch. Results in Table 3 show an overall precision of 94.9%, which demonstrates that online learning could quickly learn structural properties.

Typical errors in these 2 tests were associated with terminology and contextual information used in complex narrative scenarios. On one hand, the completeness of the terminology list, including terms and their synonyms, influences the recall rate directly. On the other hand, although coverage of terminologies could be maximized by a carefully engineered vocabulary, unwanted extractions arising from searches in the wrong section, undetected negations, and ambiguous use of terms can still lower the overall precision.

### Table 3. Results of controlled vocabularies-guided data extraction combined with online learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Controlled vocabulary</th>
<th>Online learning</th>
<th>Precision (%)</th>
<th>Recall (%)</th>
<th>F1 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Terminology only</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>80.9</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>89.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Terminology only</td>
<td>Applied to first 10 patients</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>97.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

IDEAL-X provides a generic data extraction framework that takes advantage of both online learning and controlled vocabularies. The 2 approaches complement each other and can also be combined. Online learning–based approach is highly effective for reports with underlying structural patterns such as semistructured or template-based narration style-based reports. Experiments with complex narrative reports indicate that the use of controlled vocabularies is highly effective for supporting extraction constrained by finite data domain. In addition, structural properties such as section-data associations can play an important role in improving the accuracy of extraction. However, in cases where controlled vocabularies are unavailable—extracting generic named entities for example, maintaining high accuracy is a challenge. This is an ongoing area of exploration that we will report in the future.

Machine learning is among major techniques for identifying candidate chunks. Besides HMM, we have also explored other classifiers such as Naive Bayes classifier and neural networks-based classifier. An ongoing project includes a systematic study of different classifiers and their combinations (including Conditional Random Field and Support Vector Machine [27]) for online machine learning–based data extraction.

To make it more flexible on using standard medical terminologies for customizing controlled vocabularies, an ongoing work is developing a tool that can easily search and import concepts from standard vocabularies such as ICDE-9, ICD-10, and SNOMED, from a local file or through NCBO BioPortal.

**Conclusions**

Although there are natural language processing tools available for extracting information from clinical reports, the majority lack the capability to support interactive feedback from human users. An interactive, online approach allows the user to coach the system using knowledge specific to the given set of reports, which may include local reporting conventions and structures. Moreover, no advanced linguistics knowledge or programming skills are required of the users; the system maintains the ordinary workflow of manual annotation systems. We perform a systematic study on the effectiveness of the online learning–based method combining with controlled vocabularies.
for data extraction from reports with various structural patterns, and conclude that our method is highly effective. The framework is generic and the applicability is demonstrated with diverse report types. The software will be made freely available online [28].
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